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Send In Your Photo 
Contest Entries!

A Thank You To Our Employees 
Who Are Defending Our Freedom

t’s time once again to take aim on one of the cash
prizes you could win in the Corporate Communications
Department’s annual photo contest, Shoot Out 2003.

Since this year marks the company’s 75th anniversary,
all first, second and third place winners in each category
will receive a special commemorative Asplundh gift 
in addition to the cash prizes of $150, $100 or $75
respectively. The winning shots will be published in the
Autumn/Holiday 2003 issue of The Asplundh TREE.
Entries received by June 20 will be considered for 
possible use in the 2004 Asplundh Wall Calendar.

Eligible participants are Asplundh employees, customers and their immediate 
family members. The two “target” categories are:

Work Related—Show us interesting angles on the everyday work routine or
emergency situations. Work scenes from our specialty service divisions and 
subsidiaries are also welcome.

Nature—Whether it’s a landscape, seascape or a wildlife shot, we love to see
Mother Nature in all her glory.

You may submit color or black & white prints, 35mm slides, high resolution 
digital images on disc—no negatives, please. You may also enter more than one 
category with up to 10 photos total.

As before, pictures which show any sort of safety violation will be disqualified.
Please package your photos carefully and be sure to enclose your name, address,
phone number and the category you wish to enter on a separate piece of paper. A brief
description of each picture would be helpful. Entries will not be returned unless you
specifically request it. Fire off your entries to:  Shoot Out 2003, Corporate 
Communications, 708 Blair Mill Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090

Deadline:  July 18, 2003
(or June 26 for calendar consideration)

I

A s of this writing, U.S. and coalition forces continue to work hard in Iraq and
Afghanistan to eliminate terroristic regimes and to help bring peace and democracy to
the Iraqi and Afghani people. 

According to our Human Resources Department, we currently have at least 109
employees serving in the U.S. military. Some of these folks are helping to protect us 
from terrorist attacks here at home, but many of them are now participating in military
operations overseas. Most of these employees were just called up for duty in late 2002
and early 2003.

On April 11th, the Home Office participated in a “Support Our Troops Day” to
collect personal care items for the 111th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron to deliver to
our soldiers. There are probably many employees in the field doing similarly good
deeds. Let’s all keep our deployed employees—and our troops in general—in our
thoughts as we hope for their safe and speedy return home to their families and jobs. 



Line Clearance:
Past, Present and Future
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ooking back, when I was first
exposed to our industry as a climber and
foreman in the late 1950s, it was an 
industry that had little or no training, nor
mechanization, with the exception of the
one-man chain saw. This chain saw was so
heavy that calling it ‘one-man’ was a real
stretch! We still used the two-man Disstons
for cutting down large trees.

There was no question about it; we were
tree trimmers—not line clearance workers
or vegetation management specialists. The
days of trimming around telephone wires
were just coming to an end with the phone
companies going into a reactive trimming
mode, and the electric companies moving
into a preventative mode.

I moved to New England where the 
first bucket trucks had been in use since 
the early 1950s. We used Sky-worker lifts,
until we started to manufacture our own
fully-insulated designs around 1958. This
machine revolutionized the work of 
roadside crews.

The utility inspectors in charge of the
crews were generally linemen who for one
reason or another had moved into overseeing
the tree crews. Town lines determined what
was to be trimmed and almost all the work
done in the United States, certainly in New
England, was contracted by time and material
or hourly rate work.

By and large, most contractors were
very small and many of them did some 
private work in one form or another. Large
regional companies were beginning to
develop around the country. However,
even with these larger companies, it
seemed that every day we went out and
trimmed trees based on bare minimum
specifications that varied from “whatever
you can get,” to “keep the lines cleared”.

L

Growing Professionalism
Then a strange thing happened. In 

the 1960s, the environmental movement
began and it not only focused on hazardous
material or clean water, but also visual
things involved with plant growth and
re-growth. There was a movement afoot
that the utility companies needed to
upgrade their tree trimming practices.

This was the beginning of professional 
utility foresters—not only foresters that
were trained academically, but also
foresters and utility managers who focused
on vegetation management problems.

We began to see widespread use of 
ground-applied herbicides, mostly 24D and
245T. Aerial applications were in their
infancy and results varied.

Asplundh began manufacturing its
own fully insulated aerial lifts in 1958.
This was in addition to the Asplundh 
chipper—an industry standard since
1949. These two major equipment 
innovations revolutionized productivity
for roadside crews.

One of the first technological 
advancements in the line clearance industry
was the power saw. In the 1930s, Asplundh

began using them to speed up tree removals,
but they were so large and heavy that two
men were needed to lift and operate them.

Two-man cross-cut saws were standard issue
tools when Asplundh opened for business in 1928.

In the 1950s, 
a one-man power saw
was introduced, but it
was still very heavy. It
wasn’t until the 1960s
that a truly portable
one-man saw was
available.

In keeping with the 75th anniversary of the Asplundh Tree Expert Co. this year, 
the following historical feature gives some of us ‘newcomers’ a better understanding of how the 

line clearance industry has changed over the years and where it may be going.
Written from the personal perspective of someone intimately involved in this industry

—Christopher B. Asplundh, CEO and Chairman of the Board—
this feature is based on an article he wrote for the March 2002 Transmission & Distribution World magazine.
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The 1970s and 1980s saw the growing
sophistication of the small chain saw,
hydraulic stick saws, bucket trucks and the
chipper. With herbicides, new chemicals
and driftless materials were introduced and
there was pressure to move away from aerial
application. Contractors also progressed by
acquiring modern equipment and materials
to adhere to the utilities’ more centralized
line clearance programs.

Utility forestry managers began to bring
administration to the line clearance industry.
Standards were developed for circuit 
trimming, area trimming and grid trimming,
and for the first time productivity was 
evaluated. Ancillary businesses developed
in the consulting arena and centralized
forestry managers began to add district and
division managers into their systems. They
began to look for contractors who had
never worked in their area before.

This progressed on into the 1990s when
the management of contractor crews became
very intense by the utilities. Specifications
became highly detailed and voluminous. 
Utility forestry departments became 
large and worked proactively to serve 
governmental agencies, the individual 
customer, the contractor, and other 
employees within that utility.

Changing Times
Then came the threat of deregulation

and the uncertainty of the marketplace.
Money was king! The cost per mile of
maintaining a line became a driving force.
Cost per tree became a standard, and lump
sum pricing was commonplace. Utility
companies throughout the United States
moved quickly toward a market price for
their vegetation management programs.

Although computer technology affected
line clearance management in subtle
forms (including easier payroll, more
effective cost evaluation and electronic
billing), its net effect on the cost of 
trimming trees was relatively minor.

As deregulation became a reality in
some cases—and the threat of reality in 
others—the next natural steps were taken.
Utilities knew they had to be “best in
class” to be competitive in the market.
They followed the lessons of the finest
companies in the world. General Electric
and many other great corporations were
used as models. Utilities realized that the
market price did not always mean the
right price because market price did not
always mean better reliability.

In the last five or six years there has
been a strong movement toward bench-
marking, setting new standards and using
only “world class” contractors who are
willing to focus on the individual needs of
the utility. Suppliers who would be willing
to risk something along with their customers
were sought out by utilities. Performance-
based contracts, which offer incentives and
penalties, have become more popular.

The Present
Today, many contractors are now

required to take on more responsibility for
the effectiveness of the utility’s vegetation
management program. Utilities now want
their vegetation management departments to
be focused on auditing, evaluating and
motivating their contractors to provide the
level of reliability their customers demand.

For the first time, this has not 
necessarily meant throwing more money at
the vegetation management budget. All
contractors now have to look very carefully
at the specifications to see if they can 
provide what is being asked of them, and
whether the line clearance market is one in
which they can maintain profitability.

As a result, there has been a very large
shakeout in the number of contractors 
providing utility vegetation management in
the United States. Similar changes have
taken place in several other industries, in
addition to the electric utilities.

Aerial herbicide applications were in
their infancy in the 1960s, but Asplundh
offered this service early on with the help of 
a helicopter in its corporate aviation fleet.

After experimenting with compressed
air, Asplundh began to install hydraulically 

powered stick saws and pruners 
on bucket trucks in the 1970s.

With a growing environmental 
awareness in the 1960s, new chemicals
and equipment were developed in the
1970s and 1980s including this Radiarc
sprayer mounted on a tractor. This
method reduced drift and kept the 
herbicide on target. Asplundh’s 
experience as a partner (since 1953) in
an ongoing herbicide research project
was valuable in implementing this 
technology for utility rights-of-way.

Line clearance contractors like Asplundh
must be well prepared to meet the specifications
spelled out in today’s contracts. Sometimes it
means taking on more supervisory responsibilities
or tracking productivity or making guarantees
of productivity or reliability. This has sparked
innovative ways to improve productivity like this
“super crew” with a follow-up chipping crew.
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The Future
Where does this all lead us, and where

will the vegetation management industry
be 10 years from now? For one thing, I
believe that the events of the energy shortage
in California and the Enron collapse have
put deregulation on a serious hold.

Regardless of this fact, I believe that
vegetation management programs will 
continue to be a focal point of every utility
company in the United States. Providing
reliable service is a requirement—not an
option—for utility companies in this country.

I also believe most utility companies
now find that just throwing money at their
vegetation management program will not
necessarily provide better reliability. Our
industry is at a point where “best practices”
are developed through the collaboration of
contractors and clients, and they must
reflect the most acceptable methods for
providing this reliability within a region.

For many years, utilities have judiciously
applied herbicides, and it is my belief that the
use of herbicides will increase, not decrease.

Unfortunately, I feel that vegetation
management will remain a labor-intensive
industry. I do not believe there is a magical
method or piece of equipment that will 
dramatically change how this work is done
in the next ten years. I believe the mechanical
trimmers and large mowing machines that
are presently available will be used more,

though. And better “backyard” or self-
propelled equipment will become more
readily available. However, I do not think
these innovations will have a major effect,
one way or the other, on the cost of 
managing vegetation along utility lines.

Fortunately, I believe that vegetation 
management will stay at a high professional
level simply because it is such a large
expense for utilities that they must interface
with the best people available.

Our nation’s dependence on energy,
and particularly on cheap energy, will
not change. We may soon be at the point
where automobiles will depend on the
reliability of electricity. The humble tree
trimmer may be the person we all depend
on to make sure our car gets refueled/
recharged when and where we want it to be.

The quality of vegetation management
work will be maintained at a high level
due to the public’s awareness of tree
value. Crew productivity will continue 
to be a major issue and I see production
incentives as becoming a common 
practice, not just an occasional use. 

The focus will be more intense on
finding “best in class” contractors, 
particularly in regards to safety since a
utility’s reputation may be at stake
depending on the quality of the contractor
they use. In the line clearance industry,
insurance is the third largest expense after
labor and equipment. Only those who are
very good at what they do can survive.

I see a very active and professional 
utility vegetation management industry
for the foreseeable future, particularly for
those who can successfully perform in a
world of many demands.

Side trimming with the ultra low-volume 
Thinvert herbicide application system is proving to
be an effective alternative tool for right-of-way
vegetation management. Due to the utility industry’s
careful use of herbicides, Asplundh projects
growth in the practice of integrated vegetation
management with herbicides.

Self-propelled backyard lifts and
chippers are making rear lot line

clearance crews more productive, but
this innovative equipment can be

expensive to develop and purchase.
Asplundh predicts more availability of

this equipment in the future.

Mechanical trimming equipment and 
innovative mowing/herbicide spraying machines
like this Brown Brush Monitor can improve 
productivity and cost-effectiveness, but there
will always be a need for skilled climbers and
bucket operators in the line clearance industry.

Tracked side 
trimmer units
like this Jarraff
can gain access
to remote lines
in a storm 
emergency as
well as in fair
weather.

How About a Little 
Financial Perspective on

Line Clearance of the Past?
In researching information for the

75th anniversary, some fascinating
numbers came up. One thing you
clearly notice is that times were 
definitely tough in the mid-1930s
when the Great Depression occurred.
It’s also interesting to note the huge
investment that three (!) power saws 
represented to Asplundh in 1937.

Some of our long-term employees
remember their first paychecks in the
late 1950s totalling about $50 per
week after taxes, which you can
believe if you look at our labor rates
back then. Of course the cost of living
was lower, but it’s amazing how times
(and finances) have changed!

1929 $0.68
1934 $0.60
1959 $1.87
1979 $6.12

Tools, Sweatshirts
Safety Belts $7,601
Power Saws (3) $1,217
Bookeeping Machines $1,352
Company Cars $1,629
Trucks (7) $   642
Furniture/Fixtures $   824

Average Hourly Labor Rates

Company Assets in 1937
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The West Coast had its share of storm work, although no outside crews were called in to assist. In the
upper photo, a wind storm on December 19, 2002 near Issaquah, Washington downed a couple of massive 
“off right-of-way” trees, taking down a Puget Sound Energy 115kV transmission line with a three-phase
underbuild and closing the road for hours. Crews from the Mick Kavran Region responded to this and other
wind damage across the system, including this crushed chipper! Miraculously, no one was hurt on Foreman
Don Carlson’s crew when this huge tree succumbed to the wind and rain, narrowly missing the lift truck that
had been used moments before to remove broken limbs from the tree!

Storm Work Coast-to-Coast 

ith a rash of deadly tornadoes this
spring and the hurricane season just around
the corner, it’s time to take a quick look
back at all the storm work we have been
through since November 2002. From East
Coast ice to West Coast wind, and a mess
of winter storms in between, the photos and
captions on these pages tell the story of
what Asplundh crews do best—storm work!

Although none of these various storms
broke any crew mobilization records for the
company, there were two major ice storm
events that demanded significant responses
by 100+ tree and line repair crews. The
largest of the two mobilizations totaled over
600 crews for Duke Energy, Progress Energy
and several cooperatives and municipalities
in the Carolinas in early December. Storm
Awards were recently presented to newly-
elected Vice President Bob Atherton and
Manager Barry Suddreth for their regions’
excellent storm coordination and service.

The second largest mobilization—
totalling over 500 tree crews and linemen—
was for an April 3rd ice storm which affected
Detroit Edison in Michigan and Rochester
Gas & Electric in New York. Vice President
Larry Moore and Manager Gene Blount also
earned Asplundh Storm Awards for their
regions’ outstanding response. A great thank-
you to all employees who worked safely and
diligently in all that nasty weather!

The same ice storm system that pounded
Detroit also hammered Rochester, New York in

early April. Approximately 180 Asplundh tree
crews and 120 linemen were mobilized to assist

70 crews from the Larry Moore Region in 
helping Rochester Gas & Electric (now part of
Energy East) restore power. Here, a crew from

the Dom DeRosa Region in Pennsylvania works
to remove an uprooted tree near Sodus, New York.

Although the ice melted
quickly, massive tree 
damage remained. More
than 190,000 customers of
Rochester Gas & Electric
were out of power after the
storm. Out-of-town storm
crews worked for seven days
straight to help restore power.

Timberjack Lift Foreman Russ
Bowlby of the Gene Blount Region
removed icy branches sagging into a
Detroit Edison 13.2kV line near Oxford,
Michigan after the April 3rd ice storm.
The ice was approximately 3/4-inch
thick on most branches and the cold
temperatures persisted so it did not 
melt off for several days.

After an April 3rd ice storm hit
parts of lower Michigan, about 111
Asplundh tree crews from Ohio and

Indiana gathered at the Pontiac 
Silverdome parking lot to assist 74

crews from the Gene Blount Region in
emergency storm work for Detroit 
Edison. Almost 500,000 customers 
suffered outages. The Bill Catalfio
Construction Region also sent 100

linemen to assist.

W
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Check out these great comments listed below (and in the ‘Orchids’
section on page 10) from customers and property owners who
were impressed with our storm response:

A Selection of Winter 2003 Storm Orchids
Supervisor Alonzo Shupe, General Foreman Gary Elliott,
Permissions Persons Donna Copeland, Thomas Fryer and
Chuck Ross, Foreman Wayne Eaves and Crews, for clean up
work after the December 2002 ice storms:  The City of Cave (AR)
General Foremen Jose Martin Sanchez and Peter Vallejo,
Foreman Freddie Inda and Crews, for their hard work and 
dedication in clearing debris so power could be restored after 
gale-force winds downed trees, poles and lines alike throughout
Southern California on January 6:  Southern California Edison (CA)
Manager Dave Ellifritz and Crews, for their long hours of safe
and dedicated work to help restore power in the Louisville area
after the February 15 ice storm:  LG&E Energy Corp. (KY)
Supervisor Dan Duncan, General Foreman Barry Croke,
Foreman Chris Dowland and Apprentice Kevin Parent, for
their fast response cleaning up after an ice storm on November 18,
2002:  Western Massachusetts Electric (MA)
Asplundh Construction Supervisor Dave Harris, General
Foreman Jamie Caldwell and Crews (FL), for their dedication
and support of restoration efforts after the December 2002 ice
storm hit the Charlotte area:  Duke Energy (NC)
General Foreman Gary Brittingham and Crews (MD), for
their help during the December 2002 ice storm:  Piedmont Electric
Membership Corp. (NC)
General Foremen Sammy McClain and Kenny Melton and
Crews, for their tremendous effort cleaning up after the December
2002 ice storms:  ElectriCities of North Carolina (NC)
Vice President Bob Atherton and Crews, for their efforts during
the December 2002 ice storms:  ElectriCities of North Carolina (NC)
Supervisors Rob Earlywine and Bobby King and Crews (KY),
for their exemplary performance during the ice storm that hit the
Carolinas on February 16:  Duke Energy (NC)
Supervisor Buddy Baker, Foreman Charlie Carl and Trimmers/
Climbers Jeff McCallister and Dave Vance, for their hard work
under severe conditions after heavy snows blanketed the Hamlin
area on February 16:  AEP (WV)
Crews from the Dave Ellifritz, Larry Kirk, Tom McDonnell,
Dave Puckett, Dave Sachs and Barry Suddreth Regions, for
their excellent service restoration efforts after heavy snow and ice
wreaked havoc on February 16:  AEP (KY, OH, TN, VA and WV)
From a newspaper columnist in Ripley, West Virginia after
the February 16 storm: ... I’m glad that Jackson County folks
take the time to realize that these men are the foundation of most
of the comforts and conveniences that we enjoy so thoughtlessly.
Thanks to all of you who ride around in really big trucks!
From an e-mail sent to the Larry Kirk Region by a family in
Mason County, West Virginia after the February 16 storm: 
I just wanted to send a note of thanks for the local crews here and
those sent to assist us! They are great folks with dangerous jobs
and certainly represent your company well!

After the ice had
melted, an Asplundh
Big Foot lift leads
one of our ULCS
line repair trucks
into a Duke Energy
right-of-way near
Creedmoor, North
Carolina. General

Foreman Don McKee sent in this photo as he supported some out-of-town
Asplundh storm crews after the December 5 ice storm. On Duke Energy
property alone, more than 375 tree, line and bird dog crews from eight
states joined with about 250 Barry Suddreth Region crews to help restore
power to approximately 1.3 million customers affected by the storm.

Ice storms in
December and February

in the Carolinas kept
hundreds of Asplundh
crews busy this year.

Clearing roads and
utility rights-of way of

ice damaged limbs was
almost non-stop. 

Asplundh 
Construction Corp.

crews from Long
Island, New York

under General 
Foreman Thomas
Keane posed for a
photo after several

days of storm restoration work for Connecticut Light & Power due 
to a November 18 ice storm. This storm also affected parts of the 
Massachusetts Electric (National Grid) system, keeping several 

tree crews from the Don Cummings Region busy for a few days as well.

Heavy snow on December 14-16
in the vicinity of Lake Tahoe
between California and Nevada
brought down branches and power
lines. General Foreman Rick 
Hudson of the Will Willis Region
sent in this photo of Foreman
Dustin Martin working in the 
40-inch deep snow to help Sierra
Pacific restore power. Although 
no outside crews were called in,
Asplundh’s storm crews worked
ten days straight to clear trees
from lines.

Utility Meter Services, Inc. Meter Readers (L to R) Tim Jones, Josh Jordan, Annie Thomas and
Helen Triplett received kudos for their outstanding support of Progress Energy and contractor crews
after the December 2002 ice storms in Garner, North Carolina. Ricky Pope of Progress Energy
expressed his appreciation of their long hours and dedication in leading crews to trouble spots and
delivering tools, equipment and food as requested by the utility. Great cooperative effort!
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The Joe Schneider Region in Wisconsin recently bid a fond farewell to three
employees with a total of 98 years of Asplundh experience between them. 

Foreman Heinz Koester (41 years), Crew Member Ken Wieglein (36 years)
and Foreman Robert Hillmann (21 years) were all honored and presented

with engraved wall clock plaques during a dinner party this past fall. Over 100
co-workers, utility representatives and family members attended. All of these

fine employees worked on the property of WE/Energies. Pictured at right during
an impromptu retirement luncheon in September were (L to R) GF Bill Fritz,
Retiring Foreman Heinz Koester, Manager Joe Schneider, Supervisor Mark

Fecteau, Retiring Climber Ken Wieglein, GF Tim Guetzke and GF Wayne
Koester (Heinz’s son). Foreman Robert Hillmann was not available for this

event. May all these hard-working Asplundh veterans enjoy a pleasant retirement!

Vice President Dave Morrison (far left and far right) recently paid tribute
to two Asplundh veterans in Maryland who have retired. In the photo at left
is Foreman John Dell (R) who was honored during a breakfast on 
December 24, 2002 with Harford County Government representatives.
John’s career spanned over 26 years in the Baltimore area, most of which
was spent working on the BGE system, but he finished up with Harford
County. Foreman Raymond Catterton (L in photo at right) also received a
commemorative plaque and thanks from Dave during one of the region’s
anniversary dinners. Raymond’s 36-year Asplundh career was spent on the
Potomac Electric Power Co. system in the Washington, DC area.

More Honors for Recent Retirees! Best Wishes for Healthy and Happy Retirements!

Special Retirement Honors
Barr E. Asplundh, past President and Chairman of the Board, was given special honors during the Holiday
2002 meeting of company shareholders. Barr’s outstanding contributions to the company’s growth and success
were recognized as he retired from the Board of Directors. He continues to serve in an advisory capacity.
The eldest son of company founder Griffith Asplundh, Barr joined the company part-time in 1945, working as a
groundman during summer vacations. He served in the U.S. Army 82nd Airborne from 1946 to 1948 and after
graduating from the Pennsylvania State University in 1952, Barr worked his way up through general foreman to a
supervisor position in Maryland. In 1955, he moved to Michigan to serve as a manager and three years later,
returned to Pennsylvania to oversee the Equipment Department. Barr was elected vice president in 1962, sponsoring
numerous field management regions, and in 1968 he became the first of the second generation to be elected company
president. He moved into the position of Chairman of the Board in 1982 and seven years later, retired from 
day-to-day operations. In 1990, Barr received the company’s Diamond Award as he stepped down as Chairman,

but continued to serve on the Board. Current Chairman/CEO Chris Asplundh marked Barr’s retirement from the Board with the presentation
of a Waterford crystal airplane in appreciation of his service to the company and to acknowledge his 58 years as a licensed pilot.
Still active in community organizations, Barr also enjoys off-shore big game fishing as well as flying. He and his wife, Jeanne, split their
time between homes in Pennsylvania and Florida. Barr has one daughter, Alex, and four grandchildren—Leah (studying for a business
degree in Florida), Kyle (serving in the U.S. Marine Corps), Caylynn, 14 and Natalie, 12. Best wishes for continued health and happiness!

Carl Paugh, executive vice president of our subsidiary Compass Equipment Leasing, Inc., retired in January
after a distinguished 37-year career in fleet management. At a retirement dinner on February 13, Vice President/
Sponsor Brent Asplundh and more than 60 of Carl’s co-workers, industry friends and family members recognized
his many contributions to Asplundh, Compass and the utility fleet industry overall.
Carl joined Asplundh’s Manufacturing Division as its national service manager in 1990 with almost 25 years of
experience as a transportation manager for New York State Electric & Gas and Monongahela Power (now part of
Allegheny Power). When the Manufacturing Division was sold in 1992, he became the general manager of Asplundh’s
Equipment Department. Carl managed a fleet that doubled in size within nine years and was instrumental in
establishing the Asplundh Rental Fleet Co. (renamed Compass in 1997). Carl’s hard work and professionalism
were recognized with Silver Merit Awards in 1995 and 1998. He moved from the Equipment Dept. into Compass
as its executive vice president in 2001. Carl and his wife, Edie, look forward to enjoying their new home in the

mountains of North Carolina and visiting with their daughters, Cassie and Mandi. Carl will also have more time for skeet shooting 
practice with his retirement gift of a Beretta rifle. May you have many years of retirement to enjoy!



Dom DeRosa, former supervisor on the 
Delmarva Peninsula, advanced to manager of
Asplundh operations in central Pennsylvania
as of January 1. The DeRosa Region is 
sponsored by Vice President Brent Asplundh.
A 26-year Asplundh veteran, Dom joined a tree
crew in 1977 working on the property of

Greg Batchelor, former regional manager in
our subsidiary, Utility Pole Technologies,
Inc. (UPT), advanced to operations manager
for the entire Midwest, Northeast and Texas 
in March. Vice President Brent Asplundh 
sponsors UPT.
Greg joined Asplundh’s Pole Maintenance
Division (now UPT) in 1981 in his home state

of Wisconsin. He soon became a foreman and traveled all over the
country treating and reinforcing poles for various utilities. By 1991,
he advanced through general foreman to become a supervisor over
all pole maintenance crews in Indiana and Illinois. When UPT was
established in 1996, Greg was named region manager for nine 
Midwestern states. In his new position as operations manager, Greg is
responsible for overseeing all UPT operations under the supervision
of three regional managers who serve utility customers in the 
Midwest, Northeast and Texas. A 1991 graduate of the Asplundh
Supervisory Training Program, Greg has also taken business courses
at the University of Wisconsin in Whitewater and has received 
certified training for working around pad-mounted transformers. 

Management Update
New Managers in the Field, UPT and CLS
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Celebrating ATE/PECO Achievements

Asplundh crews in the Doug Gober Region recently completed a system-wide integrated
vegetation management program for PECO Energy in southeastern Pennsylvania that
establishes a five-year preventive maintenance cycle. To mark this achievement, executives
of both Asplundh and PECO (and sister company ComEd) joined with general foremen
and foresters for a celebratory luncheon on January 31. Pictured above (front row, L to R)
are:  PECO Senior VP Craig Adams, PECO VP Terry Donnelly, CEO Chris Asplundh,
PECO Veg. Mgmt. Director Alicia Daugherty, ComEd Veg. Mgmt. Director Doreen
Masalta and PECO Veg. Mgmt. Manager Marie Furey. In the back row (L to R) are:
ComEd VP Mark Alden, PECO Senior VP Denis O’Brien, President Scott Asplundh and
Vice President Doug Gober. Congratulations to all involved and keep up the good work!

With the help of herbicide supplier BASF, an article was
published in the August 2002 issue of Transmission & 
Distribution World magazine which featured the vegetation
management expertise of PECO Energy, Asplundh and our
Arborchem Products Division. On March 14, Mike Fleming of
BASF (third from R) presented a beautifully framed copy of
the five-page feature on ultra low-volume herbicide applications
to (L to R): Vice President Doug Gober, PECO Veg. Mgmt.
Manager Marie Furey, PECO Forester Chuck Sheppard,
Supervisor Bob Tasch and Arborchem Manager Joe Lentz.

Philadelphia Electric (now PECO). He was first promoted to 
general foreman in 1983 and then transferred to Maryland two years
later. Dom became a supervisor under Vice President Steve Miller
in 1998. As a new manager, he is responsible for overseeing all
Asplundh tree and spray crews working on the properties of First
Energy (Met Ed and Penelec), Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.,
Verizon and various municipal and cooperative accounts. A 1984
graduate of ASTP, Dom holds various licenses and training 
certifications in herbicide application, safety and arboriculture.

Mike Woods joined our subsidiary, Central
Locating Service, Ltd., in August 2002 as
regional manager of southwestern operations.
Vice President Gregg Asplundh sponsors the
Woods Region of CLS, which is currently
based in Phoenix, Arizona.
Mike brings to CLS over 20 years of operations
management experience, most recently in the

underground utility locating industry in California. Born and raised
in Ohio, Mike got his start in management in the restaurant/hospitality
industry. Since 1979, he has taken on growing responsibilities for
operations, training, team building, financial management and
accountability for national franchises and companies all over the
Midwest and Western U.S. This experience was invaluable in
establishing CLS’s newest locating operation in Arizona this past
December. Mike holds a bachelor’s degree in management from
Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio and earned a Presidential
Key Executive MBA from Pepperdine University in Malibu, 
California. He plans on pursuing a Ph.D. in June of this year.



Rick Johnson joined our subsidiary, 
Central Locating Service, Ltd., in January as
a supervisor in South Florida under Manager
David Blount. Vice President Brent Asplundh
sponsors the Blount Region of CLS.
Born in Massachusetts and raised in 
Tennessee, Rick brings to CLS approximately
30 years of supervisory and management

experience in underground utility locating and line construction
throughout the Southeast. After studying business administration
at the University of Tennessee in Chattanooga, in 1973 Rick
joined an underground construction firm building telephone, gas, 
electric, water and sewer lines. In 1988, he began specializing in
underground utility locating for various contracts and companies
throughout the southeastern states. As a Blount Region supervisor,
Rick is responsible for overseeing CLS locating operations on the
properties of Bell South, Florida Power & Light, Florida Power
Corp., Comcast, Time-Warner and Lee County Electric Cooperative.

DeWayne Emerson, former general foreman
for our subsidiary, Utility Tree Service, Inc., in
northern California, advanced to supervisor
under Manager Pete Sparacio in December.
Executive Vice President George Graham
sponsors the operation.
A native of California, DeWayne joined an
Asplundh tree crew there in 1979 and by

1988, he had advanced to general foreman. DeWayne left the
company in 1994 to work for Utility Tree Service, Inc., which was
later acquired by Asplundh in February 2001. His supervisory
responsibilities include overseeing line clearance and spray crews
working on the properties of various investor-owned, cooperative
and municipal utilities in northern California and central Oregon.
In addition to Dale Carnegie and other college courses, DeWayne
is an ISA Certified Arborist and Utility Specialist. He is a 
qualified tree appraiser and holds a California pesticide/
herbicide license.

Bill Crouse, former general foreman in 
western Pennsylvania, was promoted to
supervisor under Vice President Dave Puckett
in October 2002. The Puckett Region is
sponsored by Vice President Brent Asplundh.
With two years of prior line clearance 
experience, Bill started out on an Asplundh
tree crew in his home state of Pennsylvania

in 1975. Five years later, he advanced to general foreman in West
Virginia. In 1992, Bill left the company to work for another line
clearance contractor, but returned to Asplundh four years later to
oversee crews working for various investor-owned, cooperative
and municipal accounts in Pennsylvania. As a supervisor, Bill is
responsible for overseeing tree, spray and mowing crews working
on the property of Allegheny Power in western and central 
Pennsylvania. A 1980 graduate of ASTP, Bill has also attended 
a technical school for landscaping, gardening and first aid. He
holds a commercial pesticide applicator’s license.

Keith Confere, former general foreman in
Ohio under Vice President Dave Sachs,
advanced to supervisor in February. The
Sachs Region is sponsored by Vice President
Gregg Asplundh.
With seven years of prior line clearance 
experience, Keith joined the company in his
home state of Ohio when Asplundh acquired

Tree Preservation Co., Inc. in 1993. The following year, he was
promoted to general foreman. His supervisory responsibilities
include overseeing distribution tree, spray and mowing crews for
American Electric Power in the Canton-Ohio Valley, Western
Ohio and Wheeling, West Virginia divisions. A June 2001 
graduate of the Asplundh Supervisory Training Program, Keith
has also studied business at the University of Akron. He holds 
an Ohio pesticide applicator’s license and is a member of the
National Arborist Association. Keith is studying to take the ISA
Certified Arborist exam.

Frank Lambert, former general foreman in 
northern Ohio, advanced to supervisor in
Georgia under Vice President Ernest Morrison
in December 2002. The Morrison Region is
sponsored by Vice President Gregg Asplundh.
With ten years of prior line clearance 
experience in his home state of Ohio and in
Pennsylvania, Frank joined Asplundh as a

general foreman in 1993 when Tree Preservation Co., Inc. was
acquired. He oversaw tree crews in the Dave Sachs Region in
Ohio until this past December when he transferred to Georgia with
his promotion to supervisor. Frank’s supervisory responsibilities
include overseeing tree, spray, mowing and Jarraff crews working
on the properties of Georgia Power Co. and various municipal and
cooperative accounts in the Atlanta metro area and north Georgia.
A June 1998 graduate of the Asplundh Supervisory Training 
Program, Frank is also an ISA Certified Arborist and member 
of the ISA.
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Ronnie Collins, former general foreman under
Vice President Dave Stall, was promoted to
supervisor in parts of California and New
Mexico in March. Executive Vice President
George Graham sponsors the California
region and Vice President Matt Asplundh
sponsors the New Mexico operation.
A native of Florida, Ronnie joined Asplundh

as a foreman with the acquisition of Farrens Tree Surgeons, Inc. in
1993. With five years of experience as a foreman and acting general
foreman, he advanced to general foreman in 1994. Three years
later, he transferred to New Mexico. Ronnie moved up to supervisor
with the establishment of a new management region serving the
southern division of Pacific Gas & Electric Co. He is responsible for
overseeing all Asplundh crews there, as well as those working on
the property of Public Service Co. of New Mexico. A June 2002
graduate of ASTP, Ronnie has also completed Dale Carnegie and
Stephen Covey training programs. He is an ISA Certified Arborist
and Utility Specialist.

New Supervisors in the Field and Subsidiaries



Ed Smallwood, former general foreman
under Vice President Steve Miller, advanced
to supervisor on the Delmarva Peninsula in
January. Vice President Gregg Asplundh
sponsors the Miller Region.
A native of Maryland, Ed joined Asplundh in
1985 to work on a tree crew. Two years later,
he became a foreman and in 1997, he was

promoted to general foreman. In his position as a supervisor, Ed
oversees Asplundh tree and spray crews working on the property
of various investor-owned, municipal and cooperative accounts 
in parts of Delaware, Maryland and Virginia. A graduate of the 
February 1998 Asplundh Supervisory Training Program, Ed has
also gained extensive mechanic skills through courses in auto and
agricultural machinery repair.

Dunc Lawrence, former general foreman for
Asplundh Canada, Inc. in the province of
Alberta, was promoted to supervisor under
ACI President John Moir in December 2002.
Vice President Matt Asplundh sponsors the
Moir Region.
Dunc has approximately 35 years of 
vegetation management experience in his

home province of Alberta. He joined Molsberry (acquired by
Asplundh in 1984, now ACI) permanently in 1971. Dunc worked
as a foreman for slash and spray crews throughout the province
and patrolled lines for TransAlta before he was promoted to 
general foreman in 1993. As a supervisor, Dunc is responsible for
overseeing ACI tree and spray crews working on the properties of
Aquila Networks, AltaLink, L.P., Atco, SaskPower and TransAlta.
A 1993 graduate of ASTP, Dunc is also a Qualified Utility Tree
Trimmer through the Industrial Vegetation Management Association
of Alberta and holds an industrial pesticide applicator’s license.
He also provides training in the Moir Region on Decision Driving
and hazardous material handling.

Mark Schroeder, former supervisor for 
our subsidiary, Utility Pole Technologies,
Inc., advanced to regional manager under
UPT Operations Manager Greg Batchelor 
in April. UPT is sponsored by Vice President
Brent Asplundh.
A native of Wisconsin, Mark joined
Asplundh’s Pole Maintenance Division 

(now UPT) in 1982 where he gained experience in all aspects of 
treating, reinforcing and maintaining wooden utility poles. After
serving as an acting general foreman off and on for several years,
he was promoted to general foreman in 1997 and advanced to
supervisor four years later. As a regional manager for UPT, Mark
is responsible for overseeing crews working in 11 Midwestern
states. In addition to pad-mounted transformer maintenance training,
he has also attended the University of Wisconsin in Stevens Point
where he studied business administration. He currently holds 
pesticide application licenses in five Midwestern states.

Gerald Styles, former general foreman in
North Carolina, was promoted in January 
to supervisor under Vice President Bob
Atherton in central and eastern Carolinas.
Vice President Chris Asplundh, Jr. sponsors 
the Atherton Region.
A 21-year Asplundh veteran, Gerald joined
the company in his native state of North 

Carolina in 1982 and soon became a foreman. Five years later,
Gerald advanced to general foreman for various investor-owned
utilities and municipalities in western North Carolina. His 
responsibilities as a supervisor include overseeing Asplundh tree,
spray and mowing crews working in the Western Region of
Progress Energy (formerly Carolina Power & Light). A 1990
graduate of the Asplundh Supervisory Training Program, Gerald
also served from 1973 to 1976 in the U.S. Army.

Danny Stanley, Construction Supervisor
under Manager Bill Turner in Georgia, was
featured in the “Management Update” 
section of our Holiday 2002 issue. However,
a photo of him was not available at the time,
due to storm emergency work. Now we can
finally put the name and the face together.
Thanks for your patience!

Ray Seaman, former general foreman in 
Michigan under Manager Jeff Lynch, was 
promoted to supervisor in January. The Lynch
Region is sponsored by Vice President 
Keith Asplundh.
Ray first came to work on an Asplundh tree
crew in his home state of Michigan in 1985
and soon became a foreman. In 1991, he left

the company to work for Consumers Energy where he not only
instructed climbing and aerial lift programs, but also received 
lineman training. Four years later, Ray returned to Asplundh and
was promoted to general foreman. His supervisory responsibilities
include overseeing Asplundh crews working on the property of 
Consumers Energy and a variety of municipal, cooperative and
telecommunications accounts. Ray is a September 1999 graduate
of the Asplundh Supervisory Training Program and has earned
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New Supervisors in the Field and Subsidiaries continued

numerous credits in machine shop skills from Montcalm Community
College in Sidney, Michigan. He also holds a Michigan pesticide
applicator’s license.
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rchids
Letters and telephone calls were received complimenting the following 
foremen and their crews working on the property of the utility or organization
listed below the employees’ names. This listing covers all “Orchids” that were
received in the Corporate Communications Dept. between November 24, 2002
and April 7, 2003. For their outstanding job performance or special volunteer
efforts, we say . . .

Thank you and congratulations!

O
ALABAMA

Asplundh Construction General
Foreman Dale Dunnaway,
Alabama Power Co.

General Foreman Richard Hinds,
Foreman Jim Dodd and Apprentices
Robert Bates and Dale Dodd,
Muscle Shoals Electric Board

Daniel Jones, Sr. and Crew,
Central Alabama Electric Co-op.

John Henry Jones and Crew 
Member Dale Sudduth,
Alabama Power Co.

Permissions Person Clint Landrum,
Foreman Kevin Lewis and Trimmer/
Climber John Thompson,
Alabama Power Co.

ALBERTA

Senior Foreman Barry Walters, for
stopping alongside a country road to
help a stranded motorist repair his car,
Aquila

ARKANSAS

James Booher, Trimmer/Climber
Robert Beck and Apprentice 
James Woodham,
Conway Corp.

General Foreman Mike Gibbins,
Foreman Chris Morlen and 
Journeymen Jonathan Burris and
Kevin Montgomery,
Entergy

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Rodney Boersma and Apprentice
Dustin Geiss, for courteously shutting
off a chipper for a blind woman and her
guide dog, who were approaching the
work area,
BC Hydro

Rob Klein and Crew Member 
Gary Ward,
Abitibi Consolidated Mining Co.

General Foreman Steve Later,
Apprentice CUAs Jim Knowles and 
Shawn Smith and Groundmen Craig
Pelton and Brad Sparrow, for their

patience and professionalism in dealing
with a very demanding customer,
BC Hydro

Roben Rudichuk and Crew Member
Jimmy Fred,
Aquila Networks Canada

CALIFORNIA

Jay Franks and Crew,
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Manuel Lopez and Crew Member
Antonio Rodriguez-Parra,
Southern California Edison

COLORADO

Supervisor Charles Bynog, 
General Foreman Steve Kershman
and Crews,
Xcel Energy

Jaime Vazquez and Journeyman
Oscar Delira, for winning the “Crew of
the Quarter” award in 2002,
Xcel Energy

CONNECTICUT

Permissions Person Kevin Connelly,
Foreman Russell Hamilton and Crew
Member Josh Winn,
Private Work

Permissions Person Kevin Connelly,
Foreman Daniel Tourtellotte and 
Trimmer/Climber Michael St. Laurant,
Private Work

Permissions Person Shawn Giroux,
Foreman Jason Olden and 
Trimmer/Climber David Poulin,
Private Work

Permissions Person Shawn Giroux,
Foreman Daniel Tourtellotte and
Trimmer/Climber Michael St. Laurant,
Private Work

Permissions Person Shawn Giroux,
Foreman Michael Westcott and 
Trimmer/Climber Les Richardson,
Private Work

Vice President George Leszkowicz
and Foreman John LeClair, for their
support of Chicopee Electric Light’s
“Big Truck Day” on October 5, 2002,
Chicopee Electric Light

DELAWARE

Crew Member Edgar Lyons, for
returning a wallet he found to its 
rightful owner in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada,
Conectiv/Delmarva

FLORIDA

General Foremen Raydell Bass 
and Jim Gude, Foreman Ed Sanders
and Crews,
Florida Power & Light

Ray Davidson and Crew,
Tallahassee Electric Dept.

Utility Meter Services, Inc. 
President Ralph Kennedy, Vice 
President of Operations Kyle
Williams, Regional Manager 
Chuck Desjarlais and Crews, for all 
of their hard work during 2002,
Progress Energy

Saintil LaGuerre, Groundman 
Marquis Morestin and Crew 
Member Predilus Meme,
Florida Power & Light

General Foreman Danny McGuire,
Foreman Sean Bonner and 
Apprentice Sam Allen,
Gulf Power

Asplundh Brush Control Co. 
Supervisor Randy McCulloch 
and Crews,
Progress Energy

Asplundh Construction Corp. 
Foreman Raymond Omar, Jr. 
and Crew,
Florida Power & Light

Central Locating Service, Inc.
Apprentice Aaron Sipe,
BellSouth

Trimmer/Climber Christopher Turner
and Journeymen Bill Ashby and
Donovan Sias,
Florida Power & Light

From a letter to Tom Gunning Region General Foreman Cleve
Magee regarding Foreman James Booher, Trimmer/Climber
Robert Beck and Apprentice James Woodham, working for 
Conway Corp. in Arkansas:

This note is to express our appreciation to your company for an
excellent job done. ... This past week, they removed two trees and
trimmed a third. ... These three fellows not only were very efficient
in their work manner, but exercised prudent safety judgement. 
They are a super team and we want you to know it.

Adrian and Myra Harrington

From an e-mail to Vice President Larry Moore, congratulating
Asplundh Brush Control Co. (ABC) in Florida for their “Green
Light” rating from Progress Energy:

My congratulations go out to ABC for being one of only a handful
of our normal contractors (construction, tree trimming, etc.) to be
rated a “Green Light” in our Contractor Safety Program. Progress
Energy has some pretty tough criteria for rating a contractor’s
safety program, and now that the database is getting populated,
you can see how our contractors are rating. Many have not faired
as well as ABC and will have some work to do. ... We are pleased
with [your] program and keep up the good work. 

Michael Nix, Manager of Transmission 
Support Services, Progress Energy
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GEORGIA

Wilford Reynolds and Crew,
Georgia Power Co.

General Foreman Dan Yarger, 
Foreman Donald Stone and Crew,
Georgia Power Co.

HAWAII

Prescott Guillermo,
Maui Electric Co.

ILLINOIS

Permissions Person Bryan Debaets,
for his superior customer service skills,
ComEd

General Foreman Jim Hudgin, 
Foreman Doug Leaf, Trimmer/Climber
Andrew Stumpf and Journeymen
Chad Anderson and Curt Hall,
ComEd

Josh Kendrick, Trimmers/Climbers
Jeremy Charnetzky, Nick Duff,
Angelo Grant and Kevin Sowash 
and Journeymen Matt Bart, Brian
Fecarotta and Jerel Stiles, Jr.,
ComEd

Rodney King, Sid Page and Crews,
Southeastern Illinois Electric Co-op.

Asplundh Railroad Division Vice
President Tom Mayer, for his 
continued support of the “For the 
Children Handcar Races”, a yearly
event that raises money for the 
Children’s Hospital of Chicago,
Children’s Crossing, Inc.

General Foreman Ken Meudt 
and Crews,
ComEd

KANSAS

Earl Clark and Apprentice 
Tony Ikenberry,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

Ron Gillispie and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

Steve Gleason and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

Brad Henderson and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

Philip Icenhour, Jeremy Sleesman
and Crews,
Westar Energy

Steve Jimmerson and Crew,
Aquila

Brian Louderback and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

KENTUCKY

General Foreman Clyde Bowen 
and Crews,
AEP

Utility Meter Services, Inc. 
Journeyman Skip Ray,
Pennyrile Electric

LOUISIANA

General Foremen Randy Brabham
and Don Redden, Foreman Jesse
Creel and Crews,
Dixie Electric Cooperative

MARYLAND

General Foreman Mark Kiel, Foreman
Doug Jones and Groundman Scott
Biensach, for helping to the light the
Urban Bible Fellowship Church steeple
on November 12, 2002 as part of the
Inspired Baltimore Program,
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.

MASSACHUSETTS

Supervisor Dan Duncan, General
Foreman Barry Croke, Foreman
David Gougeon and Apprentice
James Annear, for participating in the
“Big Rig Day IV” on October 5, 2002,
Northampton Police Department

One-Call Division Information 
Technology Manager Mark Stokes

and Support Personnel Jeff Clark
and Brian Wegner, for their hard work
and patience while installing a MV-2000
computer system in early February,
Dig Safe System, Inc.

Supervisor John D. Terault, Jr., 
Foreman Robert Grondin, 
Trimmer/Climber John Woods and 
Groundman Matthew St. Sauveur,
Private Work

Supervisor John D. Terault, Jr., 
Foreman Jason D. Olden and 
Trimmers/Climbers Les Richardson
and John Woods,
Private Work

Supervisor John D. Terault, Jr., 
Foremen Jason D. Olden and 
Thomas J. Steadward, Trimmer/
Climber John Woods and 
Groundman Matthew St. Sauveur,
Private Work

Supervisor John D. Terault, Jr., 
Foreman Jason D. Olden and 
Trimmer/Climber John Woods,
Private Work

MICHIGAN

Asplundh Brush Control Co. 
General Foreman Ed Swenski, 
Foremen Jeromy “JJ” King, Jason
Porter and Jeremy Thornton,
AEP

MINNESOTA

Shawn Abrams and Scott Benz, 
Journeyman Eloy Covarrubias and
Apprentice Craig Jones,
Xcel Energy

Dennis Campbell, Trimmer/Climber
Andrew Nelson and Journeymen Luis
Gomez, Sr. and Ray Kloncz,
Xcel Energy

Jim Dessler and Gary Palmer, 
Trimmer/Climber Ramiro Loa 
and Journeymen Tom Robertson 
and Steve Ufford,
Xcel Energy

Jim Harris and Trimmers/Climbers
Chris Masche and Matt Miller,
Owatonna Public Utilities

Leif Haugland, Journeyman Cesar
Castillo and Apprentice Kai Regnier,
Xcel Energy

Leif Haugland and Chad Metsala,
Journeymen Cesar Castillo and Juan
Dominguez and Apprentices Pedro
Martinez and Kai Regnier,
Xcel Energy

Supervisor Brian Nelson, General
Foreman Ken Steinke and Journeyman
Chris Galvin, for volunteering their
time to haul buckthorn brush for the
Friends of the Minnesota Valley,
City of Bloomington

Journeyman Tom Robertson, 
Xcel Energy

MISSISSIPPI

Vice President Tom Gunning and
Crews, for their outstanding work 
in Jackson,
Entergy

John Hamilton and Crew,
Entergy

From a letter to Manager Danny Rampani, regarding the 
volunteer efforts of Foreman Prescott Guillermo for the Hana
Youth Center in Hawaii:

Aloha. My staff and I are most grateful to have had the opportunity
to meet and collaborate with your representative and arborist,
Prescott Guillermo. I would like to thank Asplundh Tree Expert
Co. for the presentation provided by him for the children of Hana
Youth Center. ... Prescott came on his own time, introduced 
himself and ... returned to be a part of our afternoon program.
He gave the children and staff of Hana Youth Center a professional
outlook at a career opportunity that is practical right here in
Hana. I was awed by the manner in which Prescott was able to
capture the attention of our youth. ... He did a commendable job
and we look forward to subsequent presentations in the future.

W. Keoki Kalani, E.D.

From a letter to Vice President Bill Pieske, concerning work 
performed by Foremen Rodney King, Sid Page and crews for
Southeastern Illinois Electric Co-op. in Thompsonville:

... Mr. Page asked me if he could trim my trees on the electric
right-of-way. I answered him, “yes and no”. At that time, I
explained to him the past experiences that I had had. I also stated
to him that if he could do it the way I would like to have the work
done, I would agree to it – if not, forget it. ... He explained to me
how he would like to do the work, and it was a better idea than
mine. ... The work was done exactly like we had agreed on. They
cleaned around the areas they worked and left them in very 
satisfactory condition. I am very happy with the great job they did. 

James Gunn
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MISSOURI

Todd Conger and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

John Fivecoat and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

Ricky Garrett and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

John Helm III and Crew,
Kansas City Power & Light Co.

General Foreman Mike Williams 
and Crews, for donating and delivering
wood chips to the Robidoux Middle
School Wildflower and Native Grass
Plot project,
Aquila

NEBRASKA

Foreman Todd Kiser, Crew Member
Keith Rodke and Apprentice 
Phil Boye,
Omaha Public Power District

Andy Miller, Journeyman Corey
Dunkle and Groundman Ed Boone,
Omaha Public Power District

Job Planner Tony Vidlak, Foreman
Andy Miller, Journeyman Corey
Dunkle and Groundman Ed Boone,
Omaha Public Power District

NEW HAMPSHIRE

General Foreman Paul Arno, 
Foreman David Fortin, Trimmer/
Climber Travis McMann and
Groundman William Thompson, for
their help trimming and clearing debris
for the Society for the Protection of
New Hampshire Forests,
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire

Ed Jordan and Groundman 
Walt Rollins,
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire

NEW JERSEY

General Foreman Steve Meehan,
Foreman Ron Tucker and Trimmers/
Climbers Roger Williams and 
Mike Zundle,
New Jersey Highway Authority

General Foreman Kelsie Young,
Foreman Greg Eckerson and 
Journeyman James Mumford,
Public Service Electric and Gas Co.

NEW MEXICO

Steve Garrison and Crew Member
Jason Jackson,
Otero Co. Electric Co-op.

NEW YORK

Central Locating Service, Ltd. Locator
Wayne Carr, for his professional
demeanor and spirit of cooperation,
Water Authority of Western Nassau Co.

General Foreman Bill Costello, 
Trimmer/Climber Leonard Knell
and Journeyman Geo Roschback,
ConEdison

General Foreman Bill Costello, 
Foreman George Soto and 
Groundman Dan Bradley,
ConEdison

Asplundh Construction Corp. Vice
President Frank Giordano, General 
Foreman Jimmy Deegan and Crews,
Keyspan Energy

Vice President Doug Gober and
Crews, for helping Orange &
Rockland Utilities earn the National
Arbor Day Foundation’s “Tree Line
USA” recognition,
Orange and Rockland

Asplundh Brush Control Co. General
Foreman Ben Hunter, Foremen
Charles Bechtel, Tom Decker and

Ben Newton and Crews,
NYSEG

Asplundh Construction Corp. 
Foreman Lloyd Jones and Crew,
Keyspan Energy
(two letters were received)

General Foreman Mike McKenty,
Foremen Paul King and Mike Lee 

and Crews,
NYSEG

Asplundh Construction Corp. 
General Foreman Marc O’Grady,
Foreman Frank Cucuzzo and Crew,
for their emergency response to 
St. Peter’s Church in Amagansett, 
when the church’s old boiler failed 
and needed to be replaced with a 
newer gas boiler,
Keyspan Energy

Asplundh Construction Corp. 
Supervisor Pat Rice and Crews, 
Keyspan Energy

NORTH CAROLINA

Manager Bob Atherton, Foremen
Jeremy Banks, Stanley Blankenship,

David Boyd and Ronny Summey and
Trimmer/Climber Joey Banks, for their
sponsorship and support of the 2003 Tree
Climbing Championship,
Southern Chapter ISA

General Foreman Ted Bates, 
Foreman Dossie Davis and Trimmer/
Climber Michael Fuquay,
Duke Energy

Billy Perez and Trimmer/Climber
Tony Laws,
Duke Energy

OHIO

General Foreman Frank Beighley,
Foreman Ty Gustin, Sr. and Crew,
Cinergy

General Foreman Frank Beighley,
Foreman Frankie Tinell and Crew,
Cinergy

Larry Maben, Trimmer/Climber
Charles Bowman and Crew Member
Daniel Pinkerton,
FirstEnergy/The Illuminating Company

General Foreman Chuck McManus,
Foreman Travis Mendenhall and
Trimmers/Climbers Adam Wade and
Dan Williams,
Dayton Power & Light

OKLAHOMA

General Foreman Jack Benningfield,
Foreman Roger Benningfield, 
Trimmer/Climber Charles Marshall
and Groundman Calvin Porter,
Lake Region Electric Co-op.

Journeyman Henry Bollinger and
Crew, for supplying wood chips to cover
barren spaces on the Oklahoma State
University cross country course,
City of Stillwater

General Foreman Jerry Cerna, 
Foreman Justin Huddleson 
and Crews, 
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

General Foreman Jerry Cerna, 
Foreman Mike Rogers and Crews,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

General Foreman Robert Coffman,
Permissions Person Henry Bollinger,
Foremen Don Alderson, Steve 
Blocker, Kevin Evans, Robert Evans
and Hal Lorenz and Crews, for their
preventative trimming efforts,
The Cities of Edmond and Stillwater
(two letters were received)

Journeyman Brian Edwards and Crew
Member Jeff Osburn,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

From an e-mail to Manager Mike Smith concerning Foreman
John Hamilton and crew, working for Entergy Transmission 
in Mississippi:

My wife, Carol, and I are volunteers for the Bureau of Land 
Management, and do a lot of work with the Wild Horse and Burro
Program. Last week, an Asplundh representative, Mr. John
Hamilton, came by the house to tell us that the helicopter being
used to trim the 115kV line was going to be out in front of our
place the next day, and they were worried about disturbing our
horses. I wanted to drop you a line to let you know that we have a
high quality contract organization doing this work. I’m quite sure
things could have turned out differently, but this group of people
took extra time and care to ensure that the trimming work did not
get our horses hurt. As an Entergy employee, I have experience
with contract organizations that have provided varying degrees of
quality product. Asplundh should be at the top of Entergy’s list.

Ron and Carol Pownall, Sr.

From an e-mail to Michael R. Norris, Forester for Omaha 
Public Power District, regarding Jeff Youngman Region 
Foreman Andy Miller and crew, working in Nebraska:

... I must admit, I was concerned that they would “butcher” 
our backyard trees. ... When I met with Andy, he was immediately
cordial and friendly, and seemed eager to hear my wishes and
seek agreement on the task to be done. ... I believe all parties
came out accomplishing what needed to be done while preserving
the shapes of our trees.

Jerry E. Dyksterhuis, Ph.D.
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General Foreman Roger Franklin,
Foreman Mike Jones and Crew,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

Supervisor Mike Quick, General 
Foreman Roger Franklin, Foreman
Mark Haynes and Crew,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

Supervisor Mike Quick and General
Foreman Kelley Watson, for stopping
to help an elderly couple fix a flat tire,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

General Foreman Tommie Satterfield
and Crews,
Oklahoma Electric Co-op.

General Foreman Tommie Satterfield,
Foreman Salome Charqueno and Crew,
Oklahoma Electric Co-op.

General Foreman Tommie Satterfield,
Foreman Brent Seay and Crew,
Oklahoma Electric Co-op.
(two letters were received)

Supervisor Jim Sigman, Foremen
James Gray, Gary Jordan and Bobby
McNutt and Crews,
Explorer Pipeline

Vice President Dan Thurston, 
General Foremen Kevin Sipe and
Anthony Vasquez and Crews, for
their hard work to ensure a smooth 
transition on their new contract,
Rural Electric Co-op. of Lindsey

General Foreman Kelley Watson,
Foreman David Zuniga and Crew,
Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co.

OREGON

General Foreman Kevin Bowser,
Foreman Nick Hansen and 
Apprentice Pete Cole, for volunteering 
their time to trim hedges outside of the 
future home of the Grant/Highland
Community Home for Children,
Portland General Electric Co.

Billy Brown and Todd Wright 
and Crews,
Portland General Electric Co.

General Foreman Ed Fletcher, 
for donating his time and lift truck 
expertise so the Happy Valley Park
Foundation could place lights on 
a 60-foot tall tree in the park for 
the holidays,
Happy Valley Park Foundation

General Foreman Steve Beaty, for 
volunteering his time to help 
community residents recycle their 
Christmas trees on Sunday, January 5,
Gladstone High School Booster Club

PENNSYLVANIA

General Foreman Jesse Blaker, 
Permissions Person Jeff Carter,
Foremen Joe Dicken and Rey 
Santiago and Trimmer/Climber 
Jim Fairfield,
PECO Energy

Frank Devine and Robert Metka,
Trimmers/Climbers Sean Pickar 
and Chuck Swoyer, Journeymen 
Joe Carter and George Readinger 
and Flagger Jim Asbury,
PECO Energy

Dan Dickens, Dave Johnson and
Bruce Wentworth, Trimmers/

Lockard and Crews,
FirstEnergy/MetEd

General Foreman Mike Kutruff 
and Crew,
FirstEnergy/MetEd

General Foreman John Lacy, Jr.,
Trimmer/Climber Carlos Soto, 
and Journeymen Kenny Crabb 
and Alex Cruz,
FirstEnergy/MetEd

TENNESSEE

General Foreman Frank Duncan,
Foreman John Molaison and Crews,
Athens Utility Board

Climbers Fernando Rivera, 
Rafael Rivera and Milt Thomas 
and Journeyman Eric Maisch,
PECO Energy

Secretary Kelly Ellis and General
Foreman Ned Landis,
Adams Electric Cooperative

Vice President Doug Gober, General
Foreman Scott Zerr and Crew, for
their donation of wood chips to the
Open Door Christian Academy’s 
playground in Fort Washington,
PECO Energy

General Foreman Greg Kulp, 
Foremen Gerry Hess and Alex 

General Foreman Jack Thompson,
Foreman Dave Cleek and 
Groundman Jeffrey Johnson,
AEP

TEXAS

General Foreman Jesse Ortiz, 
Foreman Cesar R. Moreno 
and Crew,
Oncor

General Foreman Martin Sandoval,
Foreman Ramon Subiria and Crew,
Oncor

General Foreman Filadelfo Sosa,
Foreman Gilberto Escalante, 
Journeymen Jesus Escalante and 

Jose Juarez, Groundmen Jose
Escalante and Jose Efrain Pena 
and Crew Member Mario Escalante,
Houston Lighting & Power Co.

General Foreman Filadelfo Sosa,
Foreman Martin Quevedo and Crew,
Houston Lighting & Power Co.

Heradio Sosa and Crews,
Houston Lighting & Power Co.

VERMONT

General Foreman Sean MacPhee,
Foreman Jeff Collette and 
Groundman Glen Garvey,
Central Vermont Public Service Co.

VIRGINIA

Anthony Caudle, Trimmer/
Climber Billy Agee and Groundman
Gary Wimmer,
AEP

General Foreman Ricky Vaughan,
Foreman Tom McKinney and Crew,
AEP

Crew Member Michael Wray, for
delivering mulch to a local resident,
Dominion Virginia Power

WASHINGTON

Larry Annis and Crew,
Peninsula Light Company

General Foreman Bob Baker, 
Foreman Dave Burress and Crews,
Snohomish County PUD

General Foreman Bob Baker, Foremen
Randy Gusa and Mark Johnson and
Apprentice Scott Barnes,
Snohomish County PUD

Permissions Person Janet Brown,
Puget Sound Energy

General Foreman Jamie Culp, 
Foreman Jack Woolery, 
Journeyman Adam Baker and
Apprentice Tim Brown,
Columbia River PUD

Dennis Erspamer, Journeyman Kevin
Ford and Groundman Jim Hill,
Clark County PUD

Mike Guerrero, Trimmer/Climber
Paul Peterson and Groundman 
Josh Calquhoun,
Puget Sound Energy

General Foreman Roy Kaufman,
Journeyman Kevin Ford, 
Groundman Jim Hill and 
Apprentice Leo Bouder,
Clark County PUD

From a letter to Vice President Dan Thurston concerning 
Journeyman Brian Edwards and Crew Member Jeff Osburn, 
who work for Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co. in Oklahoma City:

My wife and I were very concerned about some tree limbs on our
property that had grown through some power lines. Mr. Osburn
and Mr. Edwards trimmed the limbs back, so there was no 
interference with the electric lines. They are professional grade
trimmers, customer-friendly, and did us a fine job. Thanks to
your company!

Jim and Rose Bowle

From an e-mail to Manager Dom DeRosa from Adams Electric
Cooperative in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, about Secretary Kelly
Ellis and General Foreman Ned Landis:

I thought it imperative to forward this e-mail to you to let you
know what a great job your [secretary] does in handling crisis 
situations. On March 12, one of our Asplundh crews in the 
Shippensburg District inadvertently cut the wrong tree and also
cut it into firewood. The first call was to your Asplundh office in
Mechanicsburg. The irate lady’s first contact was Kelly, who 
handled the situation very professionally. She immediately 
contacted Ned Landis, our general foreman, who then handled
the situation. We at Adams Electic appreciate having our 
members treated with the empathy Kelly portrayed.

Rich Redding, Line Superintendent/ROW Coordinator
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From a letter to Vice President Mick Kavran, regarding Foreman
Richard Louda and crew, working for PUD of Clallam County 
in Washington:

This note is to express my appreciation to you and the PUD crew
that cleared tree branches from the power lines on Place Road.
The crew went beyond a routine job. They consulted me about
dead branches and trees to be removed. They showed me several
dangers from tree branches near the power lines. They trimmed
the trees neatly. Following the trimming, they cleaned up debris
along the road. The crew did an excellent, professional job. Many
thanks to you, your courteous staff, and the PUD crews.

Don Myers

From a letter to David Fleischner, Asplundh Tree Expert (Australia)
Pty., Ltd. Manager of New South Wales and Queensland, regarding
the work of Dave Matthews, Adam Harris, Chris Russell and Danny
Walker during a brushfire outbreak in Middle Dural, NSW:

We are writing to you to commend the behavior of your team and
to express our gratitude for their assistance during the recent
brushfires. ... The tree removal and associated mulching and
clearing that has been carried out by Asplundh assisted greatly in
limiting the progress of the fire. We were able to control its
progress and stop it on our western boundary.

Ken and Leonie Middleton

General Foreman Roy Kaufman,
Foreman David Rosander and Crew,
Clark County PUD

Vice President Mick Kavran and the
Crews of Bellevue and Kenmore, for
their volunteer efforts trimming trees
and brush on the Iron Horse Trail,
Puget Sound Energy

Richard Louda, Trimmer/Climber
Rich Bash and Journeyman 
Frank Ryan,
PUD of Clallam County

Rick Milbourn and Journeyman
Shannon Roberts,
City of Port Angeles

General Foreman Keven Moore, 
Permissions Person Howard 
Foutch, Foreman Denny Woiwood,
Journeyman Eric Woiwood and
Groundman Tomas Cruz,
Snohomish County PUD

Carlos Rodriquez and Journeyman 
Scott Miller,
Puget Sound Energy

Dave Rosander and Crew,
Clark County PUD

Merret Sandness and Crew Members
John Smoler and Terry Voight,
Vera Water & Power

WISCONSIN

General Foreman Tim Guetzke,
Foreman Scott Blackford and 
Journeyman Jason Cawley,
WE Energies

Permissions Person Al Lashley, 
Foreman Scott Ramig, Trimmer/
Climber Jeff Long and Journeyman
Dan Myhre,
WE Energies

STORM WORK

General Foreman Richard Hinds,
Permissions Person Tony Skinner,
Foremen Harlan Baker, Shane
Bivins, Brian Clay, Bruce Latta, Josh
Shikle, Dan Sloan, Tommy Stargel
and Steve Wilson and Crews, for their
assistance in the storm restoration
efforts after severe storms and tornadoes
toppled over 150 electric poles,
Cullman Electric Cooperative (AL)

Dave Matthews and Cutters Adam
Harris, Chris Russell and Danny
Walker, for their clearance efforts to
prevent a brush fire from spreading on
to a resident’s property in New South
Wales in early December 2002,
TransGrid (Australia)

Hedrick, Jason Jones, Ken Moyer,
Ken Pontius, Norm Savage, Bobby
Strickland and Mike Wooten, Trimmer/
Climber Billy Smith, Jr. and Crew
Member Dave Tenney, for their tireless
efforts during the Presidents’ Day ice
storm in Portsmouth, OH,
AEP (OH)

Supervisor Wesley Washington, 
Foremen Larry Chiki and Robby
Smathers and Crews, for their 
dedication while working long hours 
during the February ice storm restoration
work in Portsmouth, OH,
AEP (OH)

Asplundh Construction Corp. 
Superintendent Jack Zardecki, 
Foremen Joe Marcin, John
Romanowski and P.J. Salansky, 
Journeyman Bob Kotarba and 
Crew Member Tony Muskas, for 
their hard work clearing debris so 
power could be restored after a heavy 
Christmas Day snowfall,
UGI Utilities, Inc. (PA)

General Foreman Henry Dawson 
and Crews (WV), for their hard work
during the December ice storm restoration
work in the Spartanburg, SC area,
Duke Energy (SC)

Vice President Tim Manners and
Crews, for their hard work and assistance
in cleaning up after a Gulf Coast 
tropical disturbance in September 2002,
Texas-New Mexico Power Co. (TX)

General Foreman Eddie Sandoval and
Crews, for working through the night to
help restore power after a severe February
storm hit the town of Tyler, TX,
Oncor (TX)

General Foreman Ron King and
Crews, for their quick response in 
clearing debris from a heavy windstorm
that hit the Lynchburg, VA area on
December 26, 2002,
AEP (VA)

Crews from the Larry Kirk (VA/WV)
and Dave Sachs (OH) Regions, for their
dedication after the February ice storm
left residents of Mason County, WV
without power for eight days,
AEP (WV)

Mark Mollohan, Trimmer/Climber
Mitchell Moore and Groundman 
Jerry S. Reed, for their clean up 
efforts so power could be quickly
restored in the Charleston, WV area after 
a December 26 windstorm,
AEP (WV)

Supervisor Carl Junghans, General
Foreman Steve Bennett, Foreman
Glenn Pressel, Trimmer/Climber
Ronnie Ross and Crews, for their
quick response in removing downed
limbs from power lines in Wolcott 
after an ice storm hit the area around 
the middle of November 2002,
Connecticut Light & Power (CT)

General Foreman Charles Bearden,
Permissions Person John Williams,
Foremen Jacob Herring, Tim 
Kingsburg and Kenneth Tolbert,
Trimmers/Climbers Dustin Abston,
Adam Howton, Darrell McKenzie

power after ice storms hit the Charlotte,
NC area in early December 2002,
Georgia Power

General Foreman Don McKee and
Crews, for their storm restoration work
in the Mebane, NC area after the
December 2002 ice storm,
Duke Energy (NC)

General Foreman Mathew Pence and
Crews, for their hard work removing
trees downed by the Presidents’ Day ice
storm in February,
Duke Energy (NC)

Edgar Riffe and Crew, for coming to
the aid of four dogs that were caught in

and Coty Whitfield and Journeyman
Greg Roberts, for their help and 
great attitude while working in harsh,
swampy conditions during the 
Hurricane Lili storm restoration,
Entergy (LA)

Asplundh Construction General
Foremen Larry Bergen, Jamie 
Caldwell and Randle Goforth, Jr. (FL),
for their working in a safe and timely
manner to clear debris so power could
be restored to the residents of Natchez
after Hurricane Lili swept through town
in October 2002,
Entergy (MS)

Robert Brown and Crew (GA), for
their assistance to utility crews restoring

flood waters after heavy rains drenched
the Lincolton area on March 20,
Duke Energy (NC)

General Foreman Roger Simmers,
Foremen Billy Hosaflook and John
Sager and Crews (VA), for their 
outstanding work during the ice storm
restoration efforts in the Greensboro,
NC area in December 2002,
Georgia Power (NC)

General Foreman Ricky Vaughn and
Crews (VA), for their non-stop hard
work and expertise during the December
ice storm restoration in Mount Holly,
Duke Power (NC)

General Foremen Don Blumenstock
and Clarence Pontius, Foremen Jim
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Service Anniversaries
January - June

1958, 1963, 1968, 1973, 1978 and 1983

45 Years 35 Years

Thomas Smith
General Foreman

Pennsylvania

Stanley Riley
Foreman

Wisconsin

Timothy McNamara
Permissions Person

Wisconsin

Douglas Middleton
Journeyman
Pennsylvania

Carroll Noel
Permissions Person

Pennsylvania

George Riggs
Supervisor
California

Darrell Emerson
Foreman

Iowa

Christopher B. Asplundh
Chief Executive Officer

Willow Grove

Bruce Smith
General Foreman

Massachusetts

Peter Konen
Foreman

Wisconsin

Ned Landis
General Foreman

Pennsylvania

30 Years

40 Years

William Hill
Foreman
Maryland

Jeffrey Reinke
Foreman

Wisconsin

Nathan Dorsett
Foreman

North Carolina

Terry Mayernick
Journeyman
Pennsylvania

Danny Cooper
Permissions Person

Kentucky

James Powell
General Foreman

Kentucky

Neil Bradshaw
Foreman

Pennsylvania

James Thompson
Foreman
Virginia

John Staley
Foreman

North Carolina

Steve Kershman
General Foreman

Colorado

Jerry Jones
Permissions Person

Virginia

James Pearce
Foreman
Florida

Samuel McClain
General Foreman
South Carolina

Colin Roche
General Foreman

Pennsylvania

Jack Johnston, Jr.
Foreman

Ohio

Dale Heryford
General Foreman 

Asplundh Canada, Inc.
Alberta, Canada
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Eddie Smith
Foreman
Georgia

Kenny Gearin
Foreman

Ohio

Daniel Stubbs
General Foreman

Ohio

Ronald Kasisky
General Foreman

Pennsylvania

20 Years

25 Years

Mason Berridge
Foreman
Michigan

Lee Mills
Foreman
Michigan

Tim Manners
Vice President

Texas

Donna Godshall
Technician

Customer & Field Liaison
Willow Grove

Orval Jenkins
Permissions Person

Alabama

Timothy Cook
General Foreman

Texas

Michael Roberts
Foreman
Michigan

Fred Singleton
General Foreman

Kentucky

Helen Nelson
Group Leader

Input Operations
Willow Grove

Allan Dranberg
Permissions Person

Michigan

Rick Sankolewicz
Permissions Person

Maine

Thomas Ballinger
Crew Member

Michigan

Maxwell Pearson III
Foreman

Massachusetts

Richard Wilson
Journeyman
Pennsylvania

Kenneth Herrold
Journeyman
Pennsylvania

Chris Galloway
Foreman

Ohio

Robert Goodin
General Foreman

Kentucky

Ronald Paquette
Foreman

Washington

Michael Burley
Foreman

Ohio

Donald Cottrell
Supervisor

West Virginia

Harold Gordon
Foreman

Pennsylvania

Frank Montez
Loss Control Safety Supervisor

Corporate Safety Group
Texas

David Nicholas
Foreman

Pennsylvania

James Locklear
Foreman

North Carolina

Edison Dixon
Groundman
Kentucky

Anna Ford
Permissions Person

Louisiana

Jonathan Howells
Foreman

Pennsylvania

Joseph Woods
Foreman

New Mexico

Eddie Webb
General Foreman
North Carolina

Magloire Obsaint
Permissions Person

Florida

Robert Peterson
General Foreman

Michigan

Virgil Wilson
Foreman

West Virginia

George Graham
Journeyman

Ohio

Robert Lagonegro, Jr.
Foreman

Pennsylvania

Danny Nicholson
Foreman
Michigan

Donald Colpitts
Journeyman

Michigan

Dennis Stark
Foreman
Michigan

Martin Arriola
Vice President

Florida

Alan Boughton
Foreman
Michigan

Dale Rushing
Supervisor

Florida

Thomas Willis III
Groundman

Massachusetts

Doug McClure
Permissions Person

Alabama

William Pugh
General Foreman

Virginia

Robert Higgs, Sr.
Foreman
Maryland

Pedro Chavez
Foreman

Texas

Edward Graves III
General Foreman

Alabama

Dale Sware
Consenter

Asplundh Canada, Inc.
Alberta, Canada

Barry Walters
Senior Foreman

Asplundh Canada, Inc.
Alberta, Canada

Ray Bobyak
Foreman

Asplundh Canada, Inc.
Alberta, Canada

Michael Heridia
Mechanical Services Manager

Railroad Division
Willow Grove

Ronald Robison
Foreman

Tennessee

Robert Graham
Foreman

Ohio

Terry Murray
Foreman
Alabama

Kenneth Mahlmeister
Foreman
Michigan

Keith Combs
General Foreman

Indiana

Bernadette Kobol
Supervisor

Field Accounting
Willow Grove

Randel Williams
Foreman
Georgia

Ernest Campbell
Supervisor

South Carolina

Robert Williams
Foreman

Massachusetts

Paul Traweek
General Foreman

Alabama
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Crews & News

Training for the “Better Way”—Central Locating Service (CLS)
recently found a “better way” to do business. Their new Ticket Management
System allows CLS locators in the field the ability to access work tickets
on laptops in their vehicles via a wireless Internet connection. This new
paperless method is much more efficient than the old paper ticket system,
but CLS employees had to be trained to use this new technology. 
Regional Director/VP of Operations Jim Gregory organized five training
sessions to bring employees up to speed. Led by Larry Poepplemeier and
George Scott of CLS, the last of the training seminars (seen right) was
held in January for crews working under Field Supervisor Willie Jones
in the Newport News, Virginia area. They can be found marking lines for
Virginia Natural Gas and Dominion Virginia Power.

The Orange Turns Out for San Antonio Training Day—Employees
of the Allen LeBlanc Region in Texas were invited to attend City Public
Service of San Antonio’s Safety/Training Day. Held on May 16 at a
local park, the day was filled with educational seminars such as Oak
Wilt prevention, pruning and spray techniques, damage reduction and
public relations. Also on hand for the day were Sponsor Chris Asplundh, Jr.
and Outsourcing Division Manager Martin Arriola, who gave a 
motivational speech on how to become successful in the line clearance
industry. Following the meeting, attendees were treated to a little fun
with a climbing competition and tug-of-war. City Public Service of 
San Antonio will be holding this year’s meeting on May 23.

Reviewing the “ABCs” of Herbicides—Last May, Asplundh Brush
Control Manager Mike Gordon invited his employees and customers
to participate in his fourth annual herbicide training day. Held in 
Lebanon, Indiana, our crews and representatives from AEP, PSI/ Cinergy,
Indianapolis Power & Light Co., DOW and Dupont received hands-on
training from General Foremen Randy Beemer and John Trombley, as
well as Dave Krause of the Arborchem Products Division. Attendees
earned credits toward their state applicator’s certification as they
learned the latest on everything from proper application techniques 
and chemical mixing, to stump treatments, safety, customer relations 
and equipment maintenance. This year’s annual training day is 
scheduled for later this summer. 

Macon, Georgia—On November 15, Equipment Training and Lift
Inspection Supervisor Greg Homiller traveled south to the Ernest 
Morrison Region to present his Aerial Lift Inspection Program. Crews
under General Foremen W.F. Dowdy, James Hall, James Levereh and
Rockey Sullivan trained with the “Dirt Buzzard” on proper lift inspection
and maintenance procedures. These crews can be found putting their
knowledge to work on the properties of Georgia Power Co., Flint EMC,
Oconee EMC, Satilla EMC and MEAG Power Co.

December ASTP Grads—Twenty general foremen from 12 states
traveled to the Home Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania to take
part in the Asplundh Supervisory Training Program during the week 
of December 9-13. Led by Ryan Swier, Field Personnel Manager of
Training and Development, the graduates were (back row, L to R):  
Ed Boyd, Utah; Joe Ronsman, Illinois; Will Madden, Oklahoma; 
Rick Nordyke, Illinois; Calvin Sachs, Illinois; Clyde Davis, Michigan;
and Jose Martinez, Tennessee. In the middle row were (L to R):  Bill
Merithew, Michigan; Scott Skalicky, Minnesota; Kevin Gant,
Delaware; Larry Harris, Massachusetts; Bill Smart, Florida; and
Francis Chase, Florida. Standing in the front row were (L to R):
Sammy Wood, Tennessee; Kenny Ervin, Jr., Maryland; Rex Hilton,
Colorado; Scott Miret, Michigan; Mario Patino, Florida; Jose Heredia,
Florida; and Filadelfio Sosa, Texas.

Training Times

Lift Schools



Bostock Region
Honors “Orange
Blood”—Construction
Superintendent Tim
Gardner (L) and 
Street Light General
Foreman Van Folds (R)
created a program last
year to recognize the
dedication of their 
fellow employees in the
Birmingham and 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Construction Division
yards. They came up
with “Orange Blood”

Certificates, which recognize each employee for their years of service with
the company, and the division in which they work. The certificates are 
personally signed by Vice President Steve Bostock, and are presented during
the weekly group safety meetings held every Wednesday morning. The 
certificates are accompanied by a gift certificate to a local store and a
copy is framed and placed on the “Wall of Orange Blood”(seen behind Tim
and Van above) in the employee staging area for all to see and admire.

Trimmer Walter
Bischoff (center)
received a specially-
engraved watch and a
handshake of gratitude
from Manager Dave
Ellifritz (R). Also on 
hand for the occasion
was Alan Bishop (L), 
who works for the City of
Louisville. Walter began
his 30-year career with
Asplundh back in April
1971 as a crew member.
Over the years, he’s
worked throughout 
Kentucky for numerous
customers, handling all
work with his trademark
dedication. Walter has
spent the past 12 years
working on the property
of the City of Louisville.

General Foreman
John Mack Jones, Jr.

(R) is shown here being
congratulated for 30

years of hard work by
Vice President Bob

Atherton (L). John was
presented with a

specially-engraved
watch commemorating
his years of service at

the region’s annual Gen-
eral Foremen’s Meeting
and Christmas Party in 

Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina. John began

working for Asplundh as a foreman in December 1972 on the property
of Carolina Power & Light. Even though the utility’s name has

changed to Progress Energy, John is still overseeing crews for them in
Raleigh, North Carolina, providing the same conscientious and 

thorough service he’s built his career on. Congratulations to all our
30-year watch recipients!
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Morrison Region Recognizes Employees’ Service Anniversaries—
In January, Vice President Dave Morrsion held two anniversary dinners
to show appreciation to employees in his region who celebrated a 5th,
10th, 15th or 20th anniversary with the company in 2002. A 15-year 
tradition dating back to when Dave was a supervisor, each employee is
presented with a certificate in front of their utility customers and peers.
Employees from the Baltimore, Maryland area, honored on January 22,
were (top right, L to R): Randy Picker, Frank Johns, Steve Fairgrieve,
Mark Devoe, Charles Smith, Leroy Mackall, Dewey Hughes and Nelson
White. Washington D.C. employees, who were recognized on January 29,
were (top left, L to R): Jose Velasquez, Wilberth Argueta, Reynaldo Diaz,
Daniel Albaugh, Jose Medrano and William Travers. Congratulations to
all our employees who take pride in their longevity and their company!

Home Office Employees of the Month—Springtime is in the air
and it’s time to pay tribute to the latest group of Home Office employees
recognized for their helpful, friendly and devoted service to the field
and their co-workers. Recently honored were (L to R): Carol Miller
of Field Personnel/Personnel Compliance & Reporting, who earned
this award in December; Marge Gray of Billing Input received this 
distinction in January; Bethany Mira of Human Resources/Employee
Benefits was presented with the award in February; and Liz Vito of the
Information Technology Department earned this honor in March. 
Congratulations!

Service Awards

Home Office Honors

Home Office Employee of the Year 2002
Joan Straka, Administrative

Assistant for the Purchasing Dept.
During the 2002 Holiday Assembly,

Joan was named as the 2002 Home
Office Employee of the Year. As part
of this tremendous honor, Joan was
presented with round-trip tickets for
two to anywhere in the continental
U.S., plus a specially-engraved
plaque, a $1,000 cash award and a
bouquet of red roses.

Joan has worked at the Home
Office for over eight years, starting
out as a purchasing associate. A 
two-time Employee of the Month, 

her superior performance and enthusiasm were key in her October
2000 promotion to administrative assistant under Purchasing 
Supervisor Gary Bennett and continue to define her work ethic.
Congratulations on this well-deserved honor, Joan!
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Louisiana Crew Takes Down
Hazard Trees Safely—Foreman

Jesse Creel (right) and 
Groundperson Natalie McGee

(left) of the Eugene Wyatt Region
in Louisiana removed several
large pines last fall that were

adjacent to a main feeder on Dixie
Electric Cooperative’s (DEMCO)

Terrell Road Circuit. According to
General Foreman Randy Brabham,
the trees couldn’t be pruned during
the last two cycles and had become
a public safety hazard as well as a

power-interrupting nuisance.
However, the power of good 

customer service skills prevailed
as Asplundh Pre-planner Anthony Mumphrey and DEMCO ROW

Inspector Tommy Klein met with the property owner and worked out a
tree replacement agreement. The plan would allow for the removal of the

hazard trees, and the planting of new trees safely away from DEMCO’s
circuit. Jesse and Natalie performed the removals without property 

damage or power interruption. Nice teamwork!

Quick and Safe—
Last June, Foreman
Wayne Shacklette (R),
and Trimmers/Climbers
Jerry Thompson (C)
and John Frederick (L)
of the Tom McDonnell
Region came to the
rescue of a Mr. Anthony
Carbone of Bluemont,
Virginia. Mr. Carbone
had a 60-foot tall wild
cherry tree on his
property, the top of
which was dead and

had fallen to the ground. The tree was dangerously close to his house, 
a shed, and a Dominion Virginia Power single phase tap. Wayne, 
Jerry and John were sent out to remove the hazard. They took the tree
down quickly and safely, and on one of the hottest days of the year! 
Mr. Carbone was impressed with the crew’s diligence and expertise.
Keep up the good work!

MS Power Honors GF
and Crews—On January 30,
Mike Smith Region 
employees in the Pine Belt
Division of Mississippi
Power were invited to
lunch. It was the utility’s
way of thanking the crews
for their extraordinary 
performance on a 
particularly challenging
and high profile job in the
Historic District of 
Hattiesburg. For two
months, General Foreman

Dennis Middleton (L) and his crews utilized their pruning expertise to
clear lines under the careful eyes of local elected officials and residents.
The work was completed without complaint. At the luncheon, Jerry
Henderson (R), Senior Engineer with Mississippi Power, presented
Dennis and his crews with a plaque for their commitment to excellence.

Canadian Foreman Climbs Closer to Victory—Congratulations
go out to Asplundh Canada, Inc. Project Foreman Trevor Burton
(above in the white helmet) of the Steve Christiansen Region in the
province of Nova Scotia. He brought home the blue ribbon at the ISA
Atlantic Chapter Tree Climbing Championship on September 14. 
Held in Moncton, New Brunswick, Trevor’s victory guarantees him a
place in the 2003 ISA International Tree Climbing Championship in
Montreal, Quebec. Trevor is a five-year Asplundh veteran who works
on high-risk removals for Nova Scotia Power, Halifax Regional 
Municipality and other local utilities. Be sure to root for Trevor this
summer as he represents Asplundh “Orange Bloods” everywhere!

Father and Son Cattle Breeding Champions—Construction Supervisor
Ricky Smithson (in the red hat) and his son, Equipment Operator Shane
Smithson (right of Ricky), of the Dick Umbel Region in Maryland won
the prestigious Knic Overpeck Memorial Award for top entry at the 
18th Annual Simmental Breeders Sweepstakes. Held in Kentucky on 
July 24-28, Ricky and Shane’s cow, Kim, and her heifer calf, Fidazzle,
also took top honors in the Jr. show. Celebrating along with Ricky and
Shane above are (L to R) Miranda Kaiser and Don Homer, cow/calf
sponsors from Hudson Pines Farms, Wally Harward, a friend and 
supporter of the Smithsons, Barry Wesner, Open Show Judge and Kevin
Bishop, a friend and supporter of the Smithsons.

Awards & RewardsJobs Well Done

Public Safety Improved in Tulsa, Oklahoma—A crew from the
Dan Thurston Region spent a few days last October removing a hazard
tree from a local park. The City of Tulsa Urban Forestry-Parks
Department called Asplundh to send a crew over to remove one of the
oldest elm trees in the park after a limb broke off and revealed extensive
internal decay. General Foreman Floyd Spitler sent Trimmer/Climber
Ladrue Peters and crew to answer the call. The crew went to work
carefully removing branches and limbs so the tree could be safely
downed in its busy public location. Three days later, all that was left
was the hugh pile of wood seen above. Good work!



Supervisor Joe Sterbenz 
of the Rod Cornett Region in

Illinois sent in this photo of
his three children (L to R):

Kateari, 12; Cheynne, 5; and
Marcus, 2. Joe and his wife,

Raquel, snapped the photo to
commemorate Cheynne’s first
day of kintergarten at Necedah

Area School. With big sis
Kateari to show her the ropes,

Cheynne did just fine on her
first day. In a few years, she’ll

probably return the favor to
her little brother Marcus. Joe
supervises crews for ComEd

in northwestern Illinois.

 Meet the newest 
addition to the Walter 
family, 8-month-old Riley
Grace (L). “Smiley” Riley
Grace was born on August
16, a few days after her big 
sister Sydney’s (R) fifth
birthday on August 8. 
Sydney started kintergarten
last fall, and loves dancing
and gymnastics. Pretty
soon, she’ll be teaching her
little sister Riley to dance
and tumble. Parents Lisa
and Brad couldn’t be more
pleased with their little girls.
Dad Brad is a supervisor

in Saskatchewan, working in the John Moir Region (83) of Asplundh
Canada, Inc. He oversees crews for SaskPower, Canadian National 
Railroad and Canadian Pacific Railroad.

Ten-year-old Katelyn
Coleman (left, dribbling
the ball) loves to 
play basketball! When 
Katelyn and her friends
got the opportunity to
compete in the 7th
Annual Gus Macker 
3-on-3 Basketball 
Tournament in Norwich,
New York on July 13 &
14, her grandfather, 
Vinnie Stanbro, was
there to cheer her on.
Vinnie is a field 
supervisor for Asplundh
Construction Corp.
(ACC), supervising 
construction line crews
for Pennsylvania Power

& Light and FirstEnergy/MetEd. ACC sponsored Katelyn’s team and
provided the t-shirts she and her teammates were wearing above. Over
500 teams turned out to compete in front of 10,000 fans who eagerly
lined the streets. Katelyn’s team from Oxford Elementary School in
Oxford, New York finished fourth in their age/skill level. They are
planning to compete again this year in July. Good luck!

Kent Rowland and wife, Tammy, were three-times blessed with the
birth of triplets on February 8, 2002. Born at Olean (NY) General 
Hospital, (L to R) Keegan weighed 5 lbs., 6 oz., Kailey, 4 lbs., 15 oz.,
and Kaden, 4 lbs., 14 oz. Older brothers (not pictured) Brandon, 6,
and Kody, 3, were delighted with the newest additions to the Rowland
clan. Kent and Tammy found out they were having a trio of babies after
a routine ultrasound when Tammy was 19 weeks pregnant. After trying
one more time for a girl, they got her and two more boys as a bonus!
Kent works as a trimmer for Asplundh Brush Control Co. on the 
property of Rochester Gas & Electric in New York.
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Pretty in pink, Madison
Raleigh Schroder was born June
28, 2002. Weighing 6 lbs., 2 oz.
and measuring 20-1/2" long,
Madison is definitely the apple of
Grandfather Tommie Satterfield’s
eye. Tommie is a general 
foreman in the Dan Thurston
Region. He oversees crews in
Norma, Oklahoma for Oklahoma
Electric Cooperative, Inc.

Family Album

June was a busy month for
babies! Sweet little Hailey Adrianna
Tanghare was born on June 24,
2002 and weighed 7 lbs., 6 oz.
Delighted parents Jody and Denise
couldn’t be prouder of their little
bundle of joy. Jody is a foreman in
Cape May, New Jersey, overseeing
a crew for Conectiv-Atlantic 
Electric in the Steve Miller Region.

On July 2, 2002, darling
Emma-Lee  was born to parents
Don and Kelly Blumenstock. 
At birth, Emma-Lee weighed 7 lbs.,
2 oz. and measured 19-3/4" long.
Daddy Don is a general foreman
in the Dave Sachs Region, looking
after crews in the Cleveland, Ohio
area for FirstEnergy.

Ashlynn Marie looks adorable
in her dress under the starry sky!
She was born to Kelly and Ron
Lockman on June 25, 2002. 
Ashlynn was 21" long and
weighed 9 lbs., 6 oz. at birth.
Proud Dad Ron is a foreman in
the Mick Kavran Region on the
property of Chelan County PUD
in Wenatchee, Washington.

Photo courtesy of Jeffrey Genung, Managing Editor, The Evening Sun
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Bryan Davis (in the red cap), a general foreman in the Jeff 
Duncan Region, sent us this photo of a buck he took last fall in Greene 
County, Indiana. Bryan, who oversees crews working on the property 
of Utilities District of Western Indiana REMC, was accompanied that 
day by his father, Burton Davis (left), a retired Asplundh groundman. 

Bryan sent a letter with the photo, and it speaks for itself. Here’s 
his account of his lucky day in the woods:

“I have been hunting deer (whitetails) for almost all of my life, but on
November 16, 2002 (the first day of gun season), this huge 22-point buck
came out of a holler following a doe. Although I was nervous, I managed 
to make a successful shot. This had to be the largest deer that I have ever 

harvested as it weighed 185 lbs. and had six points on one brow tine. 
I don’t know if I set any records, but it sure was an exciting time.”

Congratulations to Bryan and all of our hunters!

Last April 13, 
Foreman Steve 
Jimmerson sent us 
this photo of a 26-lb.
turkey he shot near
Independence, Kansas
with a 12-gauge 
Remington 870 
Wingmaster from 25
yards away. The first
turkey Steve ever shot
himself, it had an 11"
beard and 7/8" spurs.
Steve works under
General Foreman
Herb Babb in the
David Fleischner
Region of Kansas, 
on the utility property
of Aquila.

Foreman Barry
Tumey of the Dave

Ellifritz Region in
Kentucky sent us

this photo of a 
buck he took last

November. The 
9-point whitetail

buck came into
Barry’s sights as he
was hunting last fall

in Mason County,
Kentucky. Barry has

worked with
Asplundh for the

past three years, and
currently oversees

a crew on the 
property of Blue

Grass RECC under
General Foreman

Bobby Condor.

Family Album On the Mark

On the Mark

 No, Asplundh isn’t developing a supervisory training program for
ages 6 and under! Asplundh Canada, Inc. Foreman Dave Rutledge
(in the white Asplundh pickup truck) of the Remo Maddalozzo Region
has two nephews, 6-year-old Alex and 5-year-old Brendan, who love
all things Asplundh. As a Christmas surprise, Dave took plans for a
fire truck-style pedal car and converted it into awesome orange toy
pedal trucks for the boys. Alex stopped cruising around in his custom ride
long enough to pose for the photo above with his uncle. Unfortunately, a
photo wasn’t available of Brendan, but we can just imagine the smile
on his face all the way from Manitoba! When not being one of the
coolest uncles on the planet, Dave oversees crews for BC Hydro in 
100 Mile House, British Columbia, Canada.

Foreman
Kenneth Gregory
of the Barry 
Suddreth Region
took this 9-point
buck last 
November 30.
Weighing 190 lbs.
with a 19" spread,
Kenneth and his
30-06 rifle came
across the buck
in Caswell 
County, North
Carolina. The
buck made a 
perfect target,
and Kenneth now
has its head as a
fond souvenir of
his hunting trip.
When not 
hunting, Kenneth

can be found working on the property of Duke Energy in Greensboro,
North Carolina.



ConEd and
Asplundh Join

Annual Mulchfest—
On January 4, the
City of New York

Parks Commission
held their annual
Mulchfest, which

allows residents to
drop off their 

Christmas trees at
designated locations

throughout the city
to be mulched. Parks

Commissioner Dorothy Lewandowski asked John Forzaglia, Chief
Construction Inspector for ConEd, if he would volunteer some time and

manpower to the cause. Naturally, John called on employees from the
George Leszkowicz Region to “chip” in. (Above, L to R) Dorothy, 

Foreman Andrew Bajan, John and Trimmer Andrew Czuchta happily
chip up one of the approximately 200 trees they recycled at their station
in the Bronx. They produced much needed wood chips for local parks.   

British Columbia
Employees Feel the Holiday
Spirit—On November 30,
employees in the Remo
Maddalozzo Region of
Canada attended the 15th
annual Holiday Dinner and
Safety Awards Banquet. The
evening is always festive,
with gifts for all who attend
and a safety drawing for
employees who worked
accident-free, without 
property damage or losses,
in 2002. Remo, BC Hydro,

Aquila and various vendors donated fantastic prizes, including cash awards,
a color TV, DVD player, Asplundh jackets and an Asplundh toy bucket
truck. This event was even more special, as Remo and employees eagerly
bid in a silent auction fundraiser to help out Shane McGregor, an employee
from the interior of British Columbia who was seriously injured last year.
The winners of the cash prizes, Jim Knowles (right, receiving a handshake
from Remo, left), Tim Mitchell and Rod Damon donated all or a large part
of their respective $250, $150 and $100 prizes back to the fundraiser. The
employees of this region raised over $3,000 to help Shane and his family.
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Golf Tournament is Fun “Fore” All—The Ellis Anderson Region
in Tennessee held its tenth annual fall golf tournament on October 19.
Players enjoyed a day of friendly competition at the Brownsville Country
Club. The first place team in the scramble format tournament was
(above, L to R): Manager Ellis Anderson, Tommy Tipton, Tommy 
Tipton, Jr. and Eddie Smith, District Manager of Southwest Tennessee
EMC. Darren Smith of Pickwick Electric Cooperative and Jack Fox,
General Manager of Southwest Tennessee EMC, won the Longest
Drive contest. Needless to say, a good time was had by all!

Michigan Crews Climb To New Heights—Last August, Manager
Jeff Lynch held the region’s first annual climbing competition. Held at
a local park in Mount Pleasant, Michigan, representatives from 
Consumers Energy were on hand as judges. Jeff (far left) presented the
top three winners with trophies and gift certificates to a local sporting
goods store. The winners were (L to R): 1st place, Foreman Rick
Panetta; 2nd place, Foreman Brian Sprague; and 3rd place, Brandon
Palms. Rick and Brian then went on to compete in the statewide climbing
competition, where Rick finished in ninth place out of 28 competitors.

ATE/AEP Alliance Hits it Off at Quarterly Meeting—Vice President
Tom Leverentz, Supervisors Kenny Cuevas and Rick Bates and their
general foremen from Tulsa, Oklahoma were invited to take part in
AEP’s two-day quarterly meeting last September. Before the meeting
turned to discussions of operations, safety and field practices, AEP
challenged Tom and his employees to a friendly game of softball. The
spirit of competition ran high, and the game was a perfect way for
Asplundh and AEP to break the ice. Above, General Foreman Norris
Frazier of the ATE “Buzzsaws” prepares to take bat against the AEP
“Lightning Bugs” in blue, as “Umpire” Kenny Cuevas calls the shots.

Special Events

Asplundh Lends a Hand on the Prairie—Foreman Ramon
Mosqueda and Journeymen Jose Ortiz, Jose M. Lazo and Eucebio R.
Gonzalez (seen above) of the Tim Manners Region in Texas recently
volunteered to help the Katy Prairie Conservancy’s work day. The
crew lent a hand to busy volunteers who removed invasive species, 
like the Chinese Tallowtree, from Williams Prairie. Ramon, Eucebio
and the Joses dragged and chipped brush so that native tallgrasses
could grow and flourish. The prairie is a winter home to migratory
waterfowl. It provides cover and food for over 60 species of mammals
and 55 species of reptiles and amphibians. Nice work!

Community Service

Photo courtesy of Walter Pofeldt, Staff Photographer, The Bronx Times Reporter
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Many of our employees have already attended the Decision
Driving training program. In January, our sponsors participated
in a session at the Home Office in Willow Grove, proving that
the training really is for everyone who drives on company business!
Conducted by Ray Alexander (far left) of Liberty Mutual (our
insurance carrier) this company-wide loss prevention program
consists of classroom instruction as well as behind-the-wheel
training. Pictured above, ready to drive, are:  (L to R) Ray, Keith
Asplundh, Brent Asplundh, George Graham, Chris Asplundh, Jr.,
Matt Asplundh, Scott Asplundh, Steven Asplundh, Gregg
Asplundh and Andrew Salvadore of the Risk Management Dept.

The Northern Transmission Division of Florida Power & Light holds a quarterly Safety Stand
Down Day for Asplundh employees who manage vegetation on FP&L rights-of-way. Above, General
Foreman Mark Shipes of the Mel Riley Region discusses aerial lift rescue procedures with his
crews during the first quarter of 2003’s Safety Stand Down. Classroom instruction supplements the
hands-on practice.“It really helps us to get everyone on the same page for all our safety and first
aid procedures,” says Mark.

Massachusetts Electric (a National
Grid company) provided an excellent

electrical hazards training session during
its annual contractor safety meeting.

General Foreman Ron Boucher of the
Don Cummings Region sent in this photo

of Tom Robitelle, Safety Supervisor for
National Grid, preparing to demonstrate

to our employees what direct and indirect
contact with electrical conductors can do
by using an energized model. It was a good

reminder to maintain proper separation.

Employees encounter all
sorts of hazards on the job. For
our Utility Meter Services, Inc.
(UMS) folks, aggressive dogs
are a regular threat to a meter
reader’s personal safety. Mace
has been the usual means of
fending off dog attacks, but
UMS is now testing the Bite 
Terminator, a large umbrella-
type device that offers effective
protection in a more dog-
friendly way. UMS Supervisor
Tony Wheeler (above) of
Lenoir, North Carolina was
recently featured in the
newsletter of Blue Ridge EMC,
demonstrating the new dog
protection device. Initial field
tests have been positive and 
use of the Bite Terminator is on
the rise!

id you know that Asplundh’s 
accidental injury and illness rate is less
than the national average for tree trimming
and landscaping companies? Thanks to
effective corporate policies that meet or
exceed OSHA regulations, a dedicated
Safety Group, proper tools and equipment,
and the everyday good safety practices of
every employee, Asplundh’s safety record
is an achievement of which we can all
be proud.

However, safety is a job that is never
completely done. There will always be 
hazards in this work, so we must be 
constantly vigilant in our safety training
and remember to reward folks who work
safely. The photos on these pages represent
a sampling of the safety initiatives taken 
on by corporate, regional or subsidiary
management—as well as outstanding 
customer-sponsored safety training!

What follows are some other safety-
related news items from our Corporate
Risk Management Department:

Focus on Safe Driving Habits
By June 15, everyone who drives a

vehicle on company business should have
completed the Decision Driving Program
provided by our insurance carrier, Liberty
Mutual. Hopefully all of you have learned
the proper techniques to be more aware of
your surroundings and to monitor your
speed in relation to the traffic, road and
weather conditions. Re-training is required
every two years, but you can expect to see
this topic re-visited in safety meetings long
before that.

In the Dave Stall Region in California,
Asplundh is testing a “1-800 How’s My
Driving?” motorist observation decal 
program. There are two objectives. The
first is to provide feedback to the region on
the driving habits of its employees, as seen
by other drivers. The second objective is to
test an outside vendor, “Safety First”, against
our internal Home Office answering service
for cost effectiveness. Company-wide use
of this program should begin soon after the
pilot test results are analyzed.

D
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Loss Prevention Supervisor Rick
Bentley (standing far right) made

good use of a rained out day in the
Dave Puckett Region by conducting

an impromptu safety training class for
foremen and crew members near

Lewisburg, West Virginia. Part of the
training session included a lesson on
the proper way to sharpen climbing

gaffs, as shown in this photo at right.

In December 2002, the Dave Sachs
Region in Ohio and Pennsylvania 

honored four of its general foremen
who achieved accident-free operations

throughout the previous year—Cory
Chambers, Keith Confere, Jon Powell

and Clifford Randolph. Special 
congratulations go out to Cory whose

crews have earned this distinction
three years in a row now! Pictured
here at a celebration to mark their

safety achievements are (L to R):
Supervisor Wesley Washington, 

GF Cory Chambers, Mark Contat 
(now overseeing work in southwestern

Ohio and Indiana), GF Keith Confere (now supervisor), GF Jon Powell and Vice President/
Sponsor Gregg Asplundh. (GF Clifford Randolph was unavailable for the photo.)

In January, the Dave Stall Region
held its first annual Safety Raffle Drawing.
The program is a joint venture between
Asplundh and IBEW Local 47 to promote
an accident-free work place for all
Asplundh employees working on the
property of Southern California Edison.
Employees are awarded raffle tickets for
each quarter they work without damage
or an accident, and they receive an extra
ticket for working four consecutive 
quarters accident-free. Over 25 prizes,
many of them on display in this photo,

were awarded to employees who qualified for the drawing. This year’s grand prize was four season
tickets to the Los Angeles Galaxy Soccer games and the lucky winner was Trimmer Efrain Avila! 

Rick’s rainy day safety training class 
covered a variety of topics including vehicle
operation in winter conditions and the crew 
foreman’s responsibilities. He also discussed
the seven basic knots that Asplundh crews 
use in day-to-day operations. Rick gave these
hard-working employees plenty of time to 
practice tying the knots, as shown in the photo
at left. These crews work under General 
Foremen Donnie Nelson and Denvell Parker
on the property of Allegheny Power.

Regional Communications
In March, the second edition of

Asplundh’s Risk Management Regional
Gazette was e-mailed to every manager
with directions on how to adapt it for use 
in each region. Two pages of articles are
provided by staff members of the Safety
Group or other departments, along with a
layout for two pages of region-specific 
articles such as listings of employees who
have completed training certifications,
safety awards, “Orchids”, family news,
regional activities and birthdays.

The goal is to make it as easy as possible
for each region to create a meaningful, but
entertaining communication vehicle for
safety and other important messages.

Safety Group Personnel Update
There may be a new face in your region

as four new safety supervisors and a safety
engineer have recently joined the Safety
Group. Let’s welcome them to the team!

Leonard Hall, former general foreman
in Tennessee, is the new safety supervisor
for the Tom Gunning, Ernest Morrison and
Steve Bostock Regions. He has 17 years of
experience in line clearance and a degree in
law enforcement.

Tony Mangabat, a safety professional
with over five years of experience in loss
prevention and compliance, has been hired
to fill a new position at the Willow Grove
Home Office as a safety engineer. His
bilingual skills (Spanish and English) are
also valuable assets.

William J. Merithew, former general
foreman in Michigan, is responsible for
safety compliance in ten Asplundh and
Asplundh Brush Control management
regions throughout the Midwest and the
eastern Carolinas.

Gary Minter, former general foreman
in Kentucky, is the new safety supervisor
for the Tom McDonnell, Dave Morrison,
Dave Puckett and Barry Suddreth Regions.
He is an ISA Certified Arborist/Utility 
Specialist with six years of Asplundh 
experience.

Shawn P. Smith, former supervisor in
Ohio, is the new safety supervisor for 17
management regions from Pennsylvania to
New England and throughout Canada. A
29-year Asplundh veteran, Shawn is an
ISA Certified Arborist and has studied
mechanical engineering at Purdue 
University in Indiana.

Keep up the good work and don’t forget
to send in your safety success stories!

Safety Successes Recognized
Here are just a few of the many safety awards presented 

to accident-free employees by field management regions 
throughout the country:
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Merit Awards

he following three Silver Merit Award
stories are about Asplundh employees whose
quick thinking, first aid skills, and compassion
were put to the test in emergency situations.

A Texas Fall
Although the events of this first story

from Texas took place over a year ago, 
the crew involved demonstrated such
remarkable teamwork, first aid knowledge
and cool thinking under pressure that it’s
really a model for what we all should do
during an emergency.

It all began on a windy February Sunday
in Waco, Texas. Tom Leverentz Region
General Foreman Ignacio Vazquez, 
Journeyman Juan De La Rosa and 
Apprentice Eugenio Gomez gathered with
other crews around an Oncor utility pole
off of Richards Street for outage trimming.
Ignacio called Oncor to shut down power
to the lines where the trimming was to be
conducted. An Oncor employee was soon
dispatched to the work site and began
climbing a nearby utility pole to cut the
power. As the lineman tried to adjust his
position on the pole to repair a jumper, he 
lost his grip on the pole and fell over 25 feet
to the ground.

Ignacio, Juan and Eugenio sprang into
action. Ignacio called 911 on his cell
phone. Following instructions from the 911 
dispatcher and remembering their first aid
training, the crew assessed the climber’s
injuries and relayed them to the dispatcher.
They made sure he remained still and calm
until help arrived.

Ignacio stayed with the injured
employee while Eugenio and Juan worked
quickly to clear brush and form a better
path for the ambulance. When finished,
they waited by the street to direct 
emergency personnel down the path to
where Ignacio and the victim were waiting.

The Oncor employee was taken to a
local hospital, where his injuries were
determined to be minor. Thanks to 
proper training, excellent response and 
teamwork by the crew, the injured 
lineman was properly cared for until
medical personnel arrived, preventing
further injuries after a very nasty fall.

Lost and Found
Several months later and over a 

thousand miles away on a rainy October
2002 morning, Foreman Larry Loos,

Proper first aid training and
quick thinking recently helped a
Tom Leverentz Region crew tend
to an Oncor employee who fell
over 25 feet from a utility pole.
Proudly displaying the Silver
Merit Awards that were presented
to them by Vice President Tom
Leverentz are (second from L to
second from R): Apprentice
Eugenio Gomez, Journeyman
Juan De La Rosa and General
Foreman Ignacio Vazquez.
Oncor Vegetation Management
Specialist Jeff Tweed (L) and
Asplundh Supervisor Lance 
Vining (R) were also on hand to
congratulate the crew.

In January, Silver Merit Awards
were presented to a Rod 
Cornett Region crew for finding
a missing Alzheimer’s patient,
who had collapsed in a ditch
alongside a road. On hand for
the special occasion were 
(L to R): Manager Rod Cornett,
Trimmer Jim Richard, 
Journeyman John Gill, Foreman
Larry Loos, ComEd Director 
of Vegetation Management
Doreen Masalta, General
Foreman Joe Ronsman and
Supervisor Larry Gauger.

Trimmer Jim Richard and Journeyman
John Gill from the Rod Cornett Region
were one of the only Asplundh crews in the
Libertyville, Illinois area still out working
in the steady drizzle. While traveling to
their next assignment to trim a line feeder
for ComEd, traffic ahead of them came to
an abrupt halt. Larry, Jim and John noticed
people with bloodhounds searching the
woods as two police helicopters circled
from above.

Not sure what to make of the situation,
the crew was approached by a police 
officer who asked if they had seen a local
elderly Alzheimer’s patient that had been
missing for two days. No one on the crew
had seen the woman, and were allowed to
continue on their way. About a quarter 
mile up the road, the crew would come 
to another abrupt stop.

While looking out the passenger-side
window of the truck, John caught a glimpse
of something bright green up ahead on the
side of the road. As the truck drew closer,
John could clearly see that the bright green
shape was actually a body lying in the
ditch. Larry quickly brought the truck to a
stop. They had found the missing woman.

The woman was dressed in a light nylon
track suit, which was not warm enough to
protect her against the chilly fall weather 
in Illinois. Her eyes were open, but she 
was quite pale. Jim checked her pulse and
gently shook and called to her, but she was
unresponsive. While Jim was checking the
woman’s vital signs, Larry and John

T
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An Illinois crew’s first aid training
recently was put to the test when
they assisted a mother and child

who were involved in a major 
collision. Crew Leader Dave Spiegel

(second from left) and Journeyman
Trimmer Tony Robinson (second

from right) were recognized for their
heroic efforts by (L to R) General

Foreman Howard Guimbellot,
(Dave), ComEd Vice President of 

Vegetation Management Mark Alden,
ComEd Director of Vegetation
Management Doreen Masalta,

(Tony) and Manager Rod Cornett. 

flagged over a police cruiser traveling
down the road in the other direction. The
officer, John Fenger of the Hawthorn
Woods Police Department, immediately
radioed for an ambulance, grabbed a blanket
from his cruiser and tended to the victim
until medical personnel arrived. 

By the time our crew had found the
missing woman, she had spent over 50
hours out in the elements and had wandered
over 10 miles from her home. Suffering
from dehydration and hypothermia, 
authorities told the crew that if the woman
had remained outside for much longer, she
probably wouldn’t have survived. Larry
called the hospital a few days later to check
on the woman, and was told that she was in
critical, but stable condition. Thanks in part
to our crew’s help, the woman has made a
full recovery from her injuries.

Collision Rescue
The Rod Cornett Region wasn’t finished

with its service to the public. A little over
two months later, another crew’s emergency
skills were put to the test.

Around mid-afternoon on Friday,
December 12, 2002, near Marengo, Illinois,
Crew Leader Dave Spiegel and Journeyman
Trimmer Tony Robinson were on their way
to finish their last job before the weekend.
Tony was speaking to their general 

Merit Awards continued

foreman on his cell phone, when suddenly
they heard a loud crash on the road ahead
of them. An 18-wheeler ran a stop sign
and struck a 15-passenger van. The force
of the impact sent the van rolling across
the road, where it landed on its side in a
ditch. Tony told their general foreman
what happened as Dave brought the truck
to a stop on the side of the road. 

Knowing that it would take a long
time for help to arrive in such a remote
area, Tony ran out of the truck to assess
the accident scene. Dave called 911 for
an ambulance and grabbed the first aid
kit. With its wheels still spinning in the
air, Tony arrived at the van to find a
woman and her four-year-old daughter
trapped inside. Fearing the vehicle could
be leaking gasoline and explode, Tony
climbed into the van through a broken
window and helped the conscious and

uninjured mother out. He then quickly
passed the little girl out the window to Dave.

Unfortunately, the little girl’s head was
bleeding and she had glass in her eyes from
the shattered van windows. Tony used his
first aid training to carefully remove glass
from the girl’s eyes. He bandaged her
wounds, then wrapped the little girl in his
work jacket to keep warm. Tony and Dave
stayed with the victims until help arrived
over 25 minutes later.

Thanks to Dave and Tony’s quick 
action and first aid skills, both the 
mother and daughter are doing fine and
have fully recovered from the accident.

Congratulations to all of our Silver
Merit Award winners. Their awareness,
first aid training and dedication to helping 
others in need saved the day again!


